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General Comment

Please accept for submission my comment on the docket in question. Thank you.

I am not an expert on this topic or someone who works in this field, as I am a farmer and landscape designer by
trade and training. However because of my livelihood and how I make my living I am acutely aware, sometimes
more than others, of changes and also contamination in the soil, water, air, and general microclimate, because of
how they affect growing conditions and crops/plants. I therefore have a close understanding of, and interest in
how contamination from sources such as nuclear plants have affect on both the health of plants/crops, my
livelihood, and health. I have therefore educated myself on this issue and become aware of the following
problems with the docket/policy change in question. One such blog, where I was able to find the attached
documents, is called mining awareness: http://miningawareness.wordpress.com/about/

*(1) It has been shown by nuclear industry experts including both NRC and US' Govt's Brookhaven Lab
amongst others that there may be significant hazard posed by allowing Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Unit 1
(GGNS) to operate in the expanded Maximum Extended Load Line Limit Analysis Plus (MELLLA+) domain if
there were to be certain types of problems or failures with different systems. Such possible events include
unlikely yet potential 'ATWS' (anticipated transients without scram) caused by certain situations that would
cause a few problems including making depressurization necessary (which would cause issues itself). Testing
for this specific situation was not completed due to not having the proper codes.
https://www.bnl.gov/isd/documents/79650.pdf SUNSI Review Complete

Template = ADM - 013E-RIDS= ADM -03
Add= (/qxeg)



http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0717/ML071760346.pdf
(Both documents also attached)

*(2) The problems of Mark III containment, which uses the system at Grand Gulf as the model, are detailed in
an NRC document written by Schroeder, J.A., Pafford, D.J., Kelly, D.L., Jones, K.R., & Dallman, F.J. (EG and
G Idaho. (1991). An assessment of BWR (boiling water reactor) Mark III containment challenges, failure
modes, and potential improvements in performance. doi: 10.2172/6051208
at the following link, and also attached where indicated below:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/insp-manual/temp-instructions/ti-2515_174.doc

The current systems used and proposed are not built to accommodate the higher power load being sought for
approval, and have not been adequately tested for possible worst case scenarios, which we know are possible.

It is not reasonable or responsible to make the proposed changes which make room for the potential listed
problems and their potential disastrous outcomes. In the face of other nuclear disasters which could have been
avoided with proper planning, including the latest in Fukushima, I urge you to not pass this amendment through
without addressing the important concerns that I documented which were raised by both the NRC's own staff
and also by scientists at Brookhaven Labs.

In the name of the well-being and health of current and future generations, I thank you for reviewing and taking
this comment into consideration.
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ABSTRACT

This is the fourth in a series of reports on the response of a boiling water reactor (BWR)
to anticipated transients without reactor scram (ATWS) when operating in the expanded
operating domain MELLLA+ (maximum extended load line limit analysis plus). In this
report ATWS events initiated by closure of main steam isolation valves are analyzed at
beginning-of-cycle, and end-of-full-power-life, conditions. These events include
emergency depressurization (ED). The objective is to understand the sensitivity of
ATWS-ED events to the initial operating core flow and to the spectrally corrected
moderator density history (void history). Different water level control strategies are
considered.

The ATWS events are simulated for a sufficiently long time (2500 s) to understand the
response of key components and the potential for fuel damage or failure of the
containment. These events lead to the automatic trip of recirculation pumps; and
operator actions to manually activate the automatic depressurization system (ADS)
when the wetwell (suppression pool) has reached the heat capacity temperature limit,
and to control power through water level control and the injection of soluble boron.

The simulations were carried out using the TRACE/PARCS code system and models
developed for a previous study with all relevant BWR systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) have in recent years been increasing operating power;
sometimes to 120% of their original licensed thermal power (OLTP). This places them
in an expanded operating domain and changes how they maneuver in the power-flow
operating map. One option being pursued, "maximum extended load line limit analysis
plus" (MELLLA+) operation [1], raises questions about how the plant will respond to
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). This report is one of several Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) reports that describe how these events were simulated With
state-of-the-art codes, and the results of that analysis.

In a previous report [2] a discussion is given of how MELLLA+ operation affects the
power-flow operating map and the impact of this in an ATWS event. If the initiating
event is a turbine trip, then after the automatic trip of the recirculation pumps, the
reactor evolves to a relatively high power to flow condition and specifically to a region of
the power-flow map where unstable power oscillations are likely to occur. The
occurrence of these power oscillations, if left unmitigated, may result in fuel damage.
Additionally, the severity of the power oscillations may hamper the effectiveness of
mitigation strategies. For example, ATWS events are typically mitigated through the
injection of dissolved neutron absorber (boron) through the standby liquid control
system (SLCS). The occurrence of oscillation induced core inlet flow reversal may
reduce the rate at which this soluble absorber is delivered to the active region of the
reactor core. The results of studies of these ATWS events with core instability (ATWS-
I) are given in [2, 3].

If the initiating event is the closure of main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) the concern
is the amount of energy placed into containment during the mitigation period. This
thermal load may exhaust available pressure suppression capacity of the containment
wetwell, which would prompt the operators to conduct a manual emergency
depressurization according to standard emergency operating procedures. The
emergency depressurization raises several concerns: (1) the reactor has undergone a
beyond-design-basis event, and fuel damage may have occurred, (2) the pressure
suppression capacity of the containment has been exhausted, and (3) the reactor
coolant pressure boundary has been bypassed by manually opening the automatic
depressurization system valves. One study of these ATWS events with emergency
depressurization (ATWS-ED) is discussed in a companion report [4].

1.2 Obiectives

ATWS-ED events were studied in a previous report [4] for a typical BWR/5 plant for the
simulation of ATWS-ED events, the TRACE BWR/5 model was modified to become a
BWR/4-like model with lower plenum SLCS injection. Significant insight was gained as
to reactor behavior and the ability to mitigate these events. In the present study, the
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objective is to understand the sensitivity of ATWS-ED events to operating core flow and
spectrally corrected moderator density history (void history). The correction to the
moderator history is to take into account the impact of factors such as leakage or control
state, on the neutron energy spectrum. The study considers different water level control
strategies (top of active fuel (TAF) ± a given number of feet) and different times in the
fuel cycle (beginning of cycle (BOC) and end of full-power life (EOFPL)). The specific
cases considered are summarized in Table 1.1. In the context of this study the nominal
core flows for the BOC and the EOFPL conditions are assumed to be 85% and 105% of
rated flow, respectively. In this report, results of the sensitivity cases listed in Table 1.1
are compared with results of the corresponding reference cases presented in a previous
report [4].

Table 1.1 Simulation Conditions of ATWS-ED Cases

Core Reactor
Case Flow Water Level

ID Exposure Rate, % Strategy SLCS Injection
4B BOC 75* TAF+5 Lower Plenum
10D EOFPL 75* TAF-2 Lower Plenum
10A EOFPL 85** TAF+5 Lower Plenum
11A EOFPL 85** TAF Lower Plenum
12A EOFPL 85** TAF-2 Lower Plenum

EOFPL
10C UHSPH# 105 TAF+5 Lower Plenum

* No adjustment made to control rod bank to achieve criticality (requested by
NRC)
** Upper-peaked power shape in the allowable operating domain
# Void history spectrally corrected (UHSPH)

1.3 Methodologv

The methodology used in the present study is the same as used in the previous studies
[2, 4] where it is explained in detail. The basic tool is TRACE/PARCS which couples the
modeling of thermal-hydraulics throughout all relevant reactor components (TRACE)
with the modeling of neutronics in the core (PARCS). The code package has been
assessed for its applicability to ATWS [5] and the previous studies [2, 4 ] provided
additional insights into its capability. Indeed, one of the objectives of those studies was
to further assess the capabilities of TRACE/PARCS to calculate the phenomena
associated with BWR ATWS events at MELLLA+ conditions.

Reactor systems/components that are modeled are: the steam line, including turbine
bypass and stop valves, safety/relief valves, and main steam isolation valves; the
recirculation loop, including recirculation pumps; feedwater and reactor water level
control; reactor core isolation cooling with an option to draw from the condensate
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storage tank or the suppression pool; standby liquid control system; primary
containment (drywell and wetwell) with pool cooling; and the vessel including core,
steam separator/dryer, and jet pumps.

The core requires special attention and each fuel bundle is individually represented in
the neutronics model. In the thermal-hydraulic model the bundles are lumped into 27
thermal-hydraulic channel groups. Nuclear data for each bundle are a function of
thermal-hydraulic variables and the presence of control blades and soluble boron.
Models for three different times in the fuel cycle are available: BOC, peak hot excess
reactivity (PHE), and EOFPL. Within each bundle four different types of fuel rods are
modeled.

The validity of these models is in part assessed by comparing steady state results for
power distributions with those obtained by the vendor, GE-Hitachi (GEH). They are also
compared with results obtained using 382 thermal-hydraulic channel groups as used for
the ATWS-I studies. Those results are documented in [4].

1.4 Organization of Report

The analysis of the sensitivity calculations is given in Chapter 2. This includes
consideration of the effect of reduced core operating flow and the effect of spectrally
corrected moderator density history (void history). Conclusions are provided in Chapter
3 and references in Chapter 4. Appendix A contains a comparison of results from two
versions of the TRACE executable that had been used in this study. Appendix B
explores the sensitivity of the ATWS-ED results to two aspects of the TRACE numerical
computation, the numerical scheme used and the time-step size. Appendix C, on CD,
has input files and copies of all plots shown in Chapter 2 and Appendices A and B. It
also includes a set of plots of time-dependent parameters for all cases listed in Table
1.1.
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2 SENSITIVITY STUDIES FOR MSIV CLOSURE EVENTS

2.1 Introduction

Sensitivity studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of reduced core flow
and the effect of spectrally corrected moderator density history (void history). Table 2.1
lists all ATWS-ED transients that have been analyzed. Results of the first eleven cases
in the table have been presented in a previous report [4] and are considered the base
reference cases. The remaining six cases are the sensitivity cases (as listed in Table
1.1) and are the subject of the current report.

Table 2.1 Simulation Conditions of ATWS-ED Cases

Core Reactor
Case Flow Water Level

ID Exposure Rate, % Strategy SLCS Injection
6 BOC 85 TAF-2 Lower Plenum
7 PHE 85 TAF+5 Lower Plenum
4 BOC 85 TAF+5 Lower Plenum

7C PHE 85 TAF+5 Upper Plenum
5 BOC 85 TAF Lower Plenum

10 EOFPL 105 TAF+5 Lower Plenum
12 EOFPL 105 TAF-2 Lower Plenum

EDSI# BOC 85 TAF Lower Plenum
9 PHE 85 TAF-2 Lower Plenum
8 PHE 85 TAF Lower Plenum

11 EOFPL 105 TAF Lower Plenum
Listed Below are the Current Sensitivity Cases

4B BOC 75* TAF+5 Lower Plenum
10D EOFPL 75* TAF-2 Lower Plenum
1OA EOFPL 85** TAF+5 Lower Plenum
11A EOFPL 85** TAF Lower Plenum
12A EOFPL 85** TAF-2 Lower Plenum

EOFPL
10C UHSPH# 105 TAF+5 Lower Plenum

# Simulation with semi-implicit (S-I) numerics
## Void history spectrally corrected (UHSPH)
* No adjustment made to control rod bank to achieve criticality (requested by the

NRC)
** Upper-peaked power shape in the allowable operating domain

The analysis of the sensitivity cases utilized the same TRACE/PARCS models as those
used in the previous ATWS-ED studies [4]. The models, summarized in Section 1.3, are
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explained in detail in [4]. The same input model was used in all six sensitivity cases
however they were analyzed using three different versions (executable) of TRACE. The
executable used for each case is indicated in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Version of TRACE Executable Used

Core Reactor
Case Exposure Flow Water TRACE Executable

ID Rate, Level
% Strategy

4B BOC 75 TAF+5 V5.540 fxValveChoke.x
10D EOFPL 75 TAF-2 V5.Op3P32mO7co x64.exe
1OA EOFPL 85 TAF+5 V5.540 fxValveChoke.x
11A EOFPL 85 TAF V5.540 fxValveChoke.x
12A EOFPL 85 TAF-2 V5.Op3P32mO7co.x

EOFPL
lC UHSPH 105 TAF+5 V5.540_fxValveChoke.x

The Linux and Windows executables are identified by filename extensions ".x" and
".exe" respectively. All eleven of the base reference cases were analyzed using
V5.540_fxValveChoke.x, a version that is very similar to the latest released version of
TRACE (V5.541 is V5 Patch 3). However, this version of the executable failed to
complete two of the EOFPL cases at reduced flow (75% and 85%) with water level
reduction to TAF-2. The difficulty appears to be related to failure of PARCS to converge
when the reactor power is at decay heat levels. A revised version of TRACE,
V5.Op3P32mO7co, was subsequently used to complete the two TAF-2 sensitivity cases.
Two of the relevant changes made in the PARCS module of TRACE that enable the
completion of the TAF-2 simulations are:

1. A limiter was added to the assembly discontinuity factor (ADF) adjustment factor,
on the left and right faces of the considered node.

2. For the nodal expansion method (NEM) kernel, a limit was also placed on the
lowest value for the surface flux.

Further discussion on the use of different TRACE executables in the simulation of
ATWS-ED transients is given in Appendix A.

In addition to using a modified version of TRACE, the simulation of the two TAF-2
sensitivity cases required the following changes in the execution of the transient:

1. For the EOFPL 85% flow TAF-2 case, the Linux executable, V5.Op3P32mO7co.x,
terminated due to a failure in the thermal-hydraulic calculation for the CONTAN
component. A change in the CSTEP input for the CONTAN from 1.0 to 0.5 was
successful in eliminating the execution error. It is noted that no error was
experienced in the Windows executable, even without the input change.
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2. A power spike was observed at about 700 s in the EOFPL 75% flow TAF-2 case
using the Linux executable, V5.Op3P32mO7co.x. While the cause of the anomaly
is under investigation the transient was simulated to completion successfully by
using the equivalent executable for the Windows platform, namely
V5.0p3P32m07cox64.exe.

3. All three EOFPL TAF-2 cases, 105% (base reference case), 85% and 75% flow,
were analyzed using the semi-implicit (S-I) numerical scheme with a maximum
time-step size of 0.02 s. Attempts to run the cases using the stability enhancing
two-step method (SETS) with a maximum time-step size of 0.01 s failed.
Appendix B examines the sensitivity of the results to the numerical scheme and
the maximum time-step size. It includes results of a sensitivity study, cited in
footnote b in [4], examining the impact of time-step size and numerics on the
natural circulation flow through the core and the downcomer.

The ATWS with emergency depressurization (ATWS-ED) of interest is initiated by a
spurious closure of the main steam isolation valves (MSIV) with subsequent failure of
the reactor protection system (RPS) to SCRAM the reactor. The same ATWS-ED
scenario, as used in the previous report [4] and summarized in Table 2.3, was applied
to the sensitivity cases.

Table 2.3 ATWS-ED Scenario

Event Timing/Setpoint
Begin transient simulation 0.0 s
MSIV closure 10.0 s (0.5 s delay + 4 s closure time)
Recirculation pump trip (2RPT) Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pressure exceeds

7.651 MPa
SRVs cycling See Table 2.4 in [4]
Reactor water level reduction 130.0 s
Begin boron injection 211.0 s
Emergency depressurization Suppression pool temperature exceeds 344.26 K
Reactor water level recovery 2180.0 s
End of simulation 2500.0 s

It is noted that the scenario includes four operator actions [4]:

1. Water level control to top of active fuel (TAF), TAF plus five feet (TAF+5) or TAF
minus two feet (TAF-2). This is accomplished at 130 s by artificially raising the
calculated water level by a fixed amount (over a 0.1 s interval) and feeding it to
the water level control system.

2. Boron injection. This is initiated at 211 s and linearly ramped to full flow in 60 s.

3. Emergency depressurization (ED). Operator actuation of the automatic
depressurization system (ADS) is triggered when the heat capacity temperature
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limit (HCTL) of the suppression pool reaches a simulated setpoint at a
temperature of 344.26 K.

4. Water level recovery to normal water level. This is accomplished at 2180 s by
reducing the artificial water level adjustment to zero over a 100 s period.

All transient cases were run as a restart case from a TRACE/PARCS coupled steady-
state. Details of the code execution can be found in Section 2.1 of [4]. The initial steady-
state conditions for the sensitivity cases have been established earlier and reported in
[4]. Table 2.4 identifies the corresponding sections in [4] that provide the initial steady-
state results for the sensitivity cases.

Table 2.4 Reference for the Initial Steady-State

Core Reactor Sections in [4] that
Cas Exposure Flow Water Describe the Initial

IDRate, % Levy Steady-State Conditions
Rate, ~Strategy StaySteCnios

4B BOC 75 TAF+5 Section 3.1.4
10D EOFPL 75 TAF-2 Section 3.3.5
10A EOFPL 85 TAF+5 Section 3.3.5
11A EOFPL 85 TAF Section 3.3.5
12A EOFPL 85 TAF-2 Section 3.3.5

EOFPL
10C UHSPH 105 TAF+5 Section 3.3.4UHSPH

The general progression of all cases is quite similar and a synopsis of the ATWS-ED
transient has been provided in Section 4.1 of [4]. Descriptions of the representative
base cases for the BOC and EOPFL cycle conditions are in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 of [4]
respectively.

Results of the six sensitivity cases are discussed in comparison with their corresponding
base reference cases and with each other. In the context of the sensitivity study the
base reference cases will have the following initial core flows as defined in [4]:

BOC = 85% of rated flow
EOFPL = 105% of rated flow

Section 2.2 compares Case 4B to Case 4 [BOC TAF+5: 75% and 85% flow (the
reference case)]. Section 2.3 discusses the effect of the spectrally corrected void
history, comparing Cases 1OC and 10 [EOFPL TAF+5: UHSPH and UH (the reference
case)]. Section 2.4 examines the effects of reduced core flow at the EOFPL, comparing
Cases 10D, 12A and 12 [EOFPL TAF-2: 75%, 85% and 105% (the reference case)
flow]. Finally Section 2.5 compares the three EOFPL cases at 85% flow, Cases 10A,
1 1A and 12A (EOFPL 85% flow: TAF+5, TAF and TAF-2).
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2.2 Effect of Reduced Core Flow for the BOC

The effect of reduced core flow at BOC is examined by an ATWS-ED case (Case 4B)
with initial core flow at 75% rated (which is lower than, and thus bounding of, the lowest
core flow allowable along the MELLLA+ upper boundary in the power-flow operating
map at the highest allowable power level) and a water level strategy of TAF+5. A
complete set of plots for this case is available in Appendix C .This sensitivity case is
compared with the results of the reference case, Case 4, which have been presented
previously in [4]. The implementation of the reduced core flow at BOC in the TRACE
BWR model has been discussed in Section 3.1.4 in [4]. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2,
reproduced from [4], show the steady-state axial power distribution and the axial
moderator density distribution as calculated by PARCS for different initial core flows at
the BOC condition. The results demonstrate that reducing the core flow shifts the boiling
boundary downward axially in the core. The boiling boundary shift also shifts the power
generation downward axially within the core.
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Figure 2.1 Radially Averaged Axial Power Distribution at BOC,
Effect of Reduced Flow
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Figure 2.2 Radially Averaged Axial Moderator Density at BOC,
Effect of Reduced Flow

The progression of the ATWS-ED transient exhibited by the sensitivity case is in general
similar to the reference case. Table 2.5 compares some of the key results for the two
cases. The most significant difference between the two cases is in the maximum peak
clad temperature (PCT); the sensitivity case reaches a PCT of 1388.9 K, compared to
639.0 K for the reference case. A select set of plots (Figure 2.3 to Figure 2.13) is used
to compare and contrast the transient responses of the two cases.

Table 2.5 Comparison of Key Results for BOC TAF+5 Cases

Key Event 75% Flow 85% Flow
Maximum PCT 1388.9 K (157.8 s) 639.0 K (146.8 s)
(trhmax-100)
Core Boron Inventory 245 s 245 s
(CB 359) > 0.01 kg
Emergency 266.4 s 296.7 s
Depressurization
Maximum Drywell 0.174 MPa (793 s) 0.170 MPa (772 s)
Pressure
Reactor Shutdown 1046.4 s 974.8 S
(Power Remains <
3.25% of Initial
Power)
Maximum 372.0 (1902 s) 368.0 K (2156 s)
Suppression Pool
Temperature
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The reactor power, as shown in Figure 2.3 and in Figure 2.4 on an expanded time
scale, generally exhibits similar responses for the two cases. However, in the early
phase of the transient, the sensitivity case (75% core flow) shows a slightly higher
power than the reference case (85% flow). The higher core power after the recirculation
pump trip (2RPT) for the reduced flow case is a result of its higher total reactivity (see
Figure 2.5) compared to the reference case. The higher core power for the sensitivity
case is also reflected in the earlier depressurization time and higher maximum drywell
pressure and higher maximum suppression pool temperature (see Table 2.5).

There is a break point in the power response for the reference case at about 500 s while
the sensitivity case shows a smoother decay in reactor power after depressurization. A
review of the total reactivity for the two cases, shown in Figure 2.5, reveals slightly
different behavior after the emergency depressurization. For the reference case the total
reactivity fluctuates very close to zero (null reactivity) between about 450 to 500 s and
then stays negative for the rest of the transient. For the sensitivity case the total
reactivity stays negative for the whole time period after the emergency depressurization.
The power transients are different most likely due to the differences in the void reactivity
response to the void formation as a result of the depressurization. Other components of
the core reactivity, including void reactivity (dm, moderator density), fuel reactivity (Tf,
Doppler) and boron reactivity, are shown in Figure 2.6 for the sensitivity case. Overall
the reactivity components all exhibit similar time responses for the two cases.
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Figure 2.3 Reactor Power - BOC TAF+5 85% & 75% Flow
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Figure 2.6 Core Reactivity - BOC TAF+5 75% Flow

Reactor pressure is shown in Figure 2.7 for the two cases. An earlier depressurization
time for the sensitivity case is consistent with its higher reactor power relative to the
reference case.
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Figure 2.7 Reactor Pressure - BOC TAF+% 85% & 75% Flow

Results of the core flow and the downcomer water level for the two cases are compared
in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, respectively. The sudden decrease in flow shortly after the
closure of the MSIVs at 10 s is due to the 2RPT. A further drop in core flow is noticed
after the initiation of water level control to TAF+5 at 130 s. Natural circulation flow
appears to be preserved for both cases after emergency depressurization, at 266.4 s
and 296.7 s for the sensitivity case and the reference case, respectively. At about 1000
s, the core power in both cases has dropped sufficiently for the core region to be refilled
with water. This sets up a manometer-type oscillation (driven by difference in the
density head between the downcomer and the core) in the downcomer water level. The
oscillation is evident in the fluctuations in the water level (Figure 2.9) between about
1000 s and 1500 s. During that time period the oscillating core flow (Figure 2.8) also
shows a decreasing trend.
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Figure 2.9 Downcomer Water Level - BOC TAF+5 85% & 75% Flow
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Boron inventory in the core region is shown in Figure 2.10 for both cases. For both
cases boron inventory is increasing with time. During the mitigation the operators
maintain a downcomer water level that is sufficiently high to maintain natural circulation
flow through the lower plenum. This flow is sufficient to entrain all of the borated
solution injected into the lower plenum through the SLCS, resulting in the steady
increase of boron inventory in the core region.
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Figure 2.10 Boron Inventory in the Core Region - BOC TAF+5 85% & 75% Flow

As indicated earlier, the maximum PCT for the sensitivity case is more limiting than the
reference case. Figure 2.11 shows the maximum PCT for both cases. Both cases
actually show the incidence of dryout at similar times, right after level control is initiated
when core flow is decreasing. In the lower flow case the cladding surface fails to rewet
for a period of several hundred seconds whereas the higher flow case shows some
periodic heatup and rewet. The behavior of the PCT is consistent with the higher power
for the lower flow case as compared to the power for the higher flow case. The
maximum PCT for the core remains almost identical for the two cases after rewet is
complete for all fuel rods.

The suppression pool water temperature (Figure 2.12) is a gauge for quantifying the
cumulative energy relieved to the pool via the SRVs. The higher pool temperature
exhibited by the sensitivity case is indicative of higher power relative to the reference
case.
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The transient response of the drywell pressure (Figure 2.13), with a higher maximum
pressure for the sensitivity case, is again consistent with the observation that at reduced
core flow (75%) the transient core power is higher than that in the reference case (85%
flow).
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Figure 2.12 Suppression Pool Temperature - BOC TAF+5 85% & 75% Flow
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Figure 2.13 Drywell Pressure - BOC TAF+5 85% & 75% Flow
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Results of the TRACE analysis indicate that even at reduced core flow the reactor
remains shutdown by the injected boron. There is no recriticality observed due to either
repressurization of the reactor vessel or dilution of boron. Though the maximum PCT
shows a significant increase at reduced core flow relative to the reference case, its
magnitude is still 89 K below the 1478 K (22000F) limita. Both the suppression pool
temperature and the drywell pressure stay below associated limits.

2.3 Effect of Void History Modeling for the EOFPL

The cross sections used by PARCS depend on several instantaneous variables,
namely, control rod insertion, moderator density, fuel temperature and boron
concentration. They also depend on exposure to take into account burnup, and one or
more other "history" parameters to correct for the effect of the neutron energy spectrum
during burnup on the instantaneous cross-sections. The history parameter used to
generate the cross sections for PARCS is moderator density history (equivalent to void
history, UH). However, another history parameter that might be important is the control
rod position history. GEH has developed an approach accounting for the spectral history
of the node by changing the void history artificially to provide an equivalent spectral
effect.

In order to assess the effect of this correction, an EOFPL sensitivity case is run,
replacing the UH distribution used with the cross section set in PARCS by a "void
history spectrally corrected" (UHSPH) distribution provided by GEH. The
implementation of the spectrally-corrected moderator density history in the TRACE
BWR model has been discussed in Section 3.3.4 in [4]. Figure 2.14, reproduced from
[4], shows a comparison of the steady-state axial power distribution calculated by
PARCS for the EOFPL condition using the UH moderator density history and the
UHSPH moderator density history. The results are essentially the same for the two void
histories.

a For beyond design basis ATWS events, there is not an explicit temperature limit applied by the regulations. The

acceptance criteria for ATWS evaluations are discussed in the NRC staff s standard review plan (NUREG-0800).
The 1478 K temperature acceptance criterion in NUREG-0800 for ATWS is applicable only to new plants [6] but is
used herein as a reasonable informal limit.
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Figure 2.14 Radially Averaged Axial Power Distribution at EOFPL, Effect of
Spectrally Corrected Void History

The EOFPL sensitivity case that utilized the UHSPH moderator density history is Case
1 OC, a case with TAF+5 water level control strategy. The corresponding reference case
is Case 10, one of the base cases already presented in [4]. A complete set of plots for
the sensitivity case is available in APPENDIX C.

Table 2.6 compares some of the key results for the two cases. A select set of plots
(Figure 2.15 to Figure 2.22) is used to compare and contrast the transient responses of
the two cases. The progression of the ATWS-ED transient exhibited by the sensitivity
case is essentially the same as the reference case. Discussions of the EOFPL ATWS-
ED cases found in Section 4.4 in [4] are thus applicable to the sensitivity case and will
not be repeated here.

Based on the simulation results the two cases (UH and UHSPH) are essentially the
same and thus the EOFPL ATWS-ED TAF+5 case is not sensitive to the spectral
correction to the void history (moderator density history).The assessment of the
correctness of the GEH approach to the void history correction is outside the scope of
the current analysis.
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Table 2.6 Comparison of Key Results for EOFPL TAF+5 Cases

Key Event UHSPH UH
Maximum PCT 576.9 K (14.3 s) 576.9 K (14.3 s)
(trhmax-100)
Core Boron 245.5 s 246 s
Inventory (CB 359)
> 0.01 kg
Emergency 403.5 s 403.2 s
Depressurization
Maximum Drywell 0.162 MPa (588 s) 0.162 MPa (588 s)
Pressure
Reactor Shutdown 949.5 s 937 s
(Power Remains <
3.25% of Initial
Power)
Maximum 358.7 (2298 s) 358.8 K (2288 s)
Suppression Pool
Temperature
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Figure 2.16 Reactor Pressure - EOFPL TAF+5 UH & UHSPH
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Figure 2.17 Core Flow - EOFPL TAF+5 UH & UHSPH
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Figure 2.18 Downcomer Water Level - EOFPL TAF+5 UH & UHSPH
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Figure 2.19 Boron Inventory in the Core Region - EOFPL TAF+5 UH & UHSPH
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Figure 2.20 Core Reactivity - EOFPL TAF+5 UHSPH
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Figure 2.21 Suppression Pool Temperature - EOFPL TAF+5 UH & UHSPH
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Figure 2.22 Drywell Pressure - EOFPL TAF+5 UH & UHSPH

2.4 Effect of Reduced Core Flow for the EOFPL

Two sensitivity cases are presented in this section to illustrate the effect of reduced core
flow on the ATWS-ED transient at EOFPL with water level control to TAF-2. The initial
core flows assumed for the two cases are 75% (Case 1OD) and 85% (Case 12A) of
rated core flow. The reference case, Case 12, is at 105% flow and results for this case
have been presented in [4]. The 85% flow corresponds to the lowest core flow allowable
along the upper boundary of the MELLLA+ operating domain on the power/flow map.
The 75% flow represents a low-low flow condition that bounds the MELLLA+ domain.
Simulation of the low-low flow case requires "eigenvalue offset" by PARCS (i.e. the
predicted eigenvalue is less than unity and PARCS resets it to unity initially) to achieve
criticality. In effect the analysis treats the artificial low-low flow condition as being
artificially critical.

A complete set of plots for the two sensitivity cases is available in Appendix C. The
implementation of the reduced core flow at EOFPL in the TRACE BWR model has been
discussed in Section 3.3.5 in [4]. Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24, reproduced from [4],
show the steady-state axial power distribution and the axial moderator density
distribution as calculated by PARCS for different initial core flows at the EOFPL
condition. The results confirm that reducing the core flow shifts the boiling boundary
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downward (towards core inlet) and also affects the axial power peaking (shifting more
power to the lower core).

The progression of the ATWS-ED transient exhibited by the sensitivity cases is in
general similar to the reference case. Table 2.7 compares some of the key results for
the three cases.
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Table 2.7 Comparison of Key Results for EOFPL TAF-2 Cases

Key Event 75% Flow 85% Flow 105% Flow
Maximum PCT 1380.5 K (145.8 s) 979.7 K (151.4 s) 639.0 K (699.3 s)
(trhmax-100)
Core Boron 251 s 255 s 264 s
Inventory (CB 359)
> 0.01 kg
Emergency 309.1 s 346.8 s 450 s
Depressurization
Maximum Drywell 0.163 MPa (501 s) 0.162 MPa (541 s) 0.160 MPa (648 s)
Pressure
Reactor Shutdown 1354 s 1188 s 887 s
(Power Remains <
3.25% of Initial
Power)
Maximum 361.5 (2190 s) 358.2 K (2205 s) 356.6 K (2191 s)
Suppression Pool
Temperature

The most significant difference between the two sensitivity cases and the reference
case is in the maximum peak clad temperature where the sensitivity cases reach
temperatures of 1380.5 K and 979.7 K, compared to 639.0 K for the reference case. It
is observed that the reactor power following the 2RPT trends inversely with the initial
core flow because the 2RPT reduces the core flow (and hence reactivity) by a smaller
amount when the initial core flow is lower. A higher reactor power generally leads to a
higher PCT. Thus the trend of the PCT is consistent with the simulation results, a higher
PCT for a lower initial core flow. Furthermore, the higher reactor power at a lower initial
core flow leads to more energy relieved to the containment during an ATWS-ED
transient, resulting in an earlier emergency depressurization, a higher suppression pool
temperature, and a higher drywell pressure. The timing of the maximum PCT is also
very different between the sensitivity cases and the reference case. For the two
sensitivity cases the maximum PCT occurs much earlier, shortly after the initiation of
water level control at 130 s and before emergency depressurization while the core flow
is still relatively high. During this stage, the fuel is predicted to enter dryout under
relatively low-quality conditions, fails to rewet, and experiences extended heatup. For
the reference case the fuel rewets during the early transient stage and the maximum
PCT occurs after emergency depressurization (i.e., at higher quality). By then the core
flow for the reference case is relatively low because of water level control to TAF-2.

A select set of plots (Figure 2.25 to Figure 2.40) is used to compare and contrast the
transient responses of the two sensitivity cases against the reference case.

The transient response of the reactor power for all three cases is shown in Figure 2.25.
All three power traces show similar responses; a power spike after MSIV closure and
power decreases after the dual recirculation pump trip (2RPT), lowering of water level
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and depressurization. Figure 2.26 shows the reactor power for the first 600 s of the
ATWS-ED transient. The simulation results show that a lower initial core flow leads to
higher transient reactor power that also oscillates with higher amplitude (between
roughly 110 s and 170 s) before the level reduction suppresses the reactor power. For
a lower initial core flow rate, the reactor power level after 2RPT (i.e., under natural
circulation conditions) is higher. The higher power to flow ratio for the cases with lower
initial core flow rate evolve into more unstable conditions as core inlet subcooling
increases during the event. The amplitude of power oscillations trends with increasing
power to flow ratio as expected for density wave driven, unstable power oscillations.
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Figure 2.26 Reactor Power (0 to 600 s) - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases

Between roughly 110 s and 170 s the two sensitivity cases appear to exhibit unstable
density-wave oscillations (DWO) in the core. It is during this period when the reactor
power to flow ratio is high that the maximum PCT is reached for the two sensitivity
cases.

With a higher reactor power (due to higher total reactivity) after the 2RPT and the
initiation of water level control, the two sensitivity cases have an earlier emergency
depressurization (ED) time than the reference case. The reactor pressure is shown in
Figure 2.27. The rate of depressurization is similar for all three cases, and there is
voiding in the lower plenum. The presence of void in the lower plenum and the core
(due to flashing) disrupts the natural circulation flow from the downcomer to the core
and the core flow is reduced (see Figure 2.28). It is noted that the core flow is higher for
the two sensitivity cases after level control has been accomplished and before
depressurization. The higher core flow is consistent with a higher core power for the
sensitivity cases before the ED.

Downcomer level swell associated with the ED is evident in Figure 2.29 which shows
the water level for all three cases. Fluctuations in core flow and water level are generally
related to refilling of the lower plenum and the core region, and the injection of
feedwater. Figure 2.30 and Figure 2.31 show the feedwater flow rate for the two
sensitivity cases. It is observed that the flow of feedwater correlates qualitatively with
perturbations in core flow and downcomer water level, around 1500 s for the 75% flow
case and around 2000 s for the 85% flow case.
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Figure 2.27 Reactor Pressure - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases
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Figure 2.28 Core Flow - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases
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Figure 2.29 Downcomer Water Level - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases
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Figure 2.30 Feedwater Flow Rate - EOFPL TAF-2 75% Flow
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Figure 2.31 Feedwater Flow Rate - EOFPL TAF-2 85% Flow

For the sensitivity case with 75% flow, it is observed from Figure 2.28 and Figure 2.29
that for a roughly 200 s period around 1000 s the water level and core flow are quite
stable and there is a slight increase in reactor power. The increase in reactor power is
confirmed by observing an increase in reactor pressure (Figure 2.27) and steamline flow
(Figure 2.32 ) at about 1000 s. To a lesser extent, an increase in pressure is also
observed in the case of 85% flow at about 1200 s.
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Figure 2.32 Steam Line Flow - EOFPL TAF-2 75% Flow

For the 75% flow case the core flow and downcomer water level begin to oscillate again
after 1000 s. Further evidence of oscillatory conditions for the 75% flow case is in the
core bypass void fraction, shown in Figure 2.33. Between 1000 s and 1700 s the
magnitude of oscillation in core flow and downcomer water level is lower for the 85%
flow case and the reference case (105% flow), which is expected since power level is
higher in the 75% flow case. Also, no voiding in the lower nodes of the core bypass
region is observed in these two cases during that time period.

The boron inventory in the core region is shown in Figure 2.34 for the three cases. The
boron injection starts at 211 s and in all three cases it takes about 40 to 50 s for the
boron to reach the core region. The rate of change in the boron inventory appears to be
affected by the emergency depressurization due to its impact on core flow and voiding
in the core. After that there is a period of slow growth in the boron inventory. Then at
about 750 s, coincident with the refilling of the lower plenum, there is a marked increase
in the boron inventory. The subsequent increase in boron at 1500 s and 2000 s for the
75% case and 85% case, respectively is associated with effective re-mixing of stratified
boron in the bottom of the lower plenum. This is taken into account in the TRACE
simulation through an increase in the concentration of the injected boron, as calculated
by the boron transport control scheme (see Section 2.3.7 and Appendix A in [4] for a
discussion). The simulated, enhanced boron delivery is a result of increased core flow
due to feedwater flow and higher level. For all three cases the core boron inventory
increases after level recovery, which begins at 2180 s. The effective injection boron
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concentration (an output of the boron transport model that accounts for re-mixing of
boron in the lower plenum) for the 75% flow case is shown in Figure 2.35. The
temporary increases in injected boron concentration above the nominal (0.02369 kg-
B/kg-water) take into account the re-mixing of settled boron in the lower plenum of the
reactor vessel. The re-mixing is assumed to be a function of coolant flow in the lower
plenum (see Appendix A in [4] for a discussion of the re-mixing model).

The core reactivities calculated by PARCS are shown in Figure 2.36 and Figure 2.37 for
the 75% flow and the 85% flow cases, respectively (see Figure 4.113 in [4] for the
corresponding plot for the 105% flow case). In all three cases the general trend of the
reactivities is similar. There is a decrease in core reactivity after depressurization due to
voiding in the core and a recovery of reactivity after refilling of the core. As the transient
progresses, only the injected boron contributes negative reactivity to the core. Both the
fuel (Doppler) and coolant (moderator density) reactivities are positive. Restoration of
water level at 2180 s causes a positive increase in the moderator density reactivity, but
that is more than compensated for by a corresponding increase in the negative
contribution from the boron reactivity. Therefore, the reactor is maintained in a
subcritical state during level recovery.
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Figure 2.33 Void Fraction in Core Bypass (Ring 1) - EOFPL TAF-2 75% Flow
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Figure 2.34 Boron Inventory in the Core Region - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases
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Figure 2.36 Core Reactivity - EOFPL TAF-2 75% Flow
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Figure 2.37 Core Reactivity - EOFPL TAF-2 85% Flow
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One of the more distinguishing differences among the three cases is the maximum
PCT, shown in Figure 2.38. The 75% flow case and the 85% flow case reach a
temperature of 1380.5 K and 979.7 K, respectively, compared to 639.0 K for the
reference case. For the two sensitivity cases, the maximum PCT occurs early; right after
level control is initiated when core flow is still relatively high. In the sensitivity cases, the
fuel experiences dryout with failure to rewet, leading to high PCT early in the transient.
For the reference case (105% flow), the fuel does not experience extended heatup
(because the power is lower) during the early transient, but there is a delayed heatup of
the core at a time when the reduction in core flow after depressurization has created
substantial voiding in the core. Core voiding also causes transient increase in the
maximum PCT for the two sensitivity cases, at around 600 s. For the two sensitivity
cases, a higher power post 2RPT leads to earlier dryout compared to the reference
case. For the two sensitivity cases it appears that unstable DWO is the cause of PCT
that occurs at a time when the reactor power to flow ratio is high.
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Figure 2.38 Peak Clad Temperature - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases

The suppression pool water temperature (Figure 2.39) provides an indication of energy
relieved to the pool via the SRVs. The 75% flow case has the highest pool temperature
followed by the 85% flow case and the reference case. In all three cases the pool
temperature stays below the limit (i.e., saturation temperature at one atmosphere of
pressure).
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The drywell pressure (Figure 2.40) exhibits a similar trend to the suppression pool water
temperature. In all three cases the maximum drywell pressure is low enough so as not
to be of concern for containment integrity.
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Figure 2.39 Suppression Pool Temperature - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases
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Figure 2.40 Drywell Pressure - EOFPL TAF-2 Cases

2.5 Effect of Level Control for the EOFPL with Reduced Core Flow

Three sensitivity cases at a reduced initial core flow of 85% rated have been done at
EOFPL to evaluate the effect of level control to TAF+5, TAF and TAF-2. An initial core
flow at 85% of the rated flow is near the lower range of the MELLLA+ operating domain.
Compared to the base reference case at 105% flow, the reduced flow case has an initial
axial power distribution that peaks lower (nearer to the core inlet).

In general the transient responses to water level control for the 85% flow sensitivity
cases are very similar to the corresponding base cases (at EOFPL 105% flow; see
Section 4.4.3 in [4]). Key results of the three sensitivity cases are summarized in Table
2.8.

Table 2.8 Comparison of Key Results for EOFPL 85% Flow Cases

Key Event TAF TAF-2 TAF+5
Maximum PCT 705.9 K (149.8 s) 979.7 K (151.4 s) 706.5 K (150.8 s)
(trhmax-100)
Core Boron 249 s 255 s 245 s
Inventory (CB 359)
> 0.01 kg
Emergency 354.8 s 346.8 s 310.0 s
Depressurization
Maximum Drywell 0.162 MPa (546 s) 0.162 MPa (541 s) 0.169 MPa (789 s)
Pressure
Reactor Shutdown 1278s 1188s 983s
(Power Remains <
3.25% of Initial
Power)
Maximum 359.8 (2223 s) 358.2 K (2205 s) 367.4 K (2132 s)
Suppression Pool
Temperature

The most significant difference between the sensitivity cases and the base cases (with
the three different water level strategies) is the higher transient reactor power in the
former. This is reflected in the higher maximum PCT and earlier depressurization time
for the sensitivity cases (see Table 4.10 in [4] for the corresponding results for the
EOFPL base cases). Another difference is the early timing of the maximum PCT at
TAF-2 for the sensitivity case (at 699.3 s for the base case).

.Similar to the base cases, the sensitivity cases at TAF and TAF-2 exhibit several
characteristics that are different from the TAF+5 sensitivity case:

* there is flashing in the lower plenum and the core after the emergency
depressurization
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* natural circulation is broken after the ED and reactor power decreases further

* boron dilution is observed when the refilling of the lower plenum and the core
region occurs

* core boron inventory does not increase monotonically

A complete set of plots for all three sensitivity cases is available in Appendix C. A select
set of plots (Figure 2.41 to Figure 2.56) is used to compare and contrast the transient
responses of the three EOFPL sensitivity cases with level control to TAF, TAF-2 and
TAF+5.

The transient response of the reactor power for all three cases is shown in Figure 2.41.
All three power traces show similar responses, a power spike after MSIV closure and
power decreases after recirculation pump trip (2RPT), lowering of water level and
depressurization. Figure 2.42 shows the reactor power for the first 600 s of the ATWS-
ED transient. Between roughly 110 s and 170 s the reactor power oscillates with a
frequency of -0.4 Hz until water level reduction has successfully suppressed reactor
power. The transient increase in oscillatory reactor power before water level reduction is
attributed partly to a decrease in core inlet temperature (see discussion in Section 4.2.2
in [4]). The oscillatory reactor power between roughly 110 s and 170 s appears to be
caused by density-wave oscillations (DWO).
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Figure 2.41 Reactor Power - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.42 Reactor Power (0 to 600 s) - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases

With a higher reactor power after the initiation of level control, the TAF+5 case has the
earliest ED time. The TAF-2 case has an earlier depressurization time than the TAF
case. This has been attributed to a lower boron reactivity in the TAF-2 case and thus a
slightly higher power, up to the time of the depressurization (see Section 4.2.3 in [4] for
a more detailed discussion). The reactor pressure for the three sensitivity cases is
shown in Figure 2.43. The initial rate of depressurization for all three cases is similar but
the TAF+5 case takes longer to depressurize below 2 MPa. The TAF and TAF-2 cases
show lower plenum voiding flashing after the ED and natural circulation flow in these
two cases is "broken," resulting in practically zero core flow (see Figure 2.44) and
noticeable level swell in the downcomer (see Figure 2.45). The lower core flow
resulting from the break in natural circulation for the TAF and TAF-2 cases explains the
lower reactor power level compared to the TAF+5 case (see Figure 2.42).

For the TAF+5 case, natural circulation persists after the ED and the downcomer level
swell is very minor. Since the core flow remains higher for the TAF+5 case, the reactor
power level likewise remains higher. During the depressurization stage, the higher
power in the TAF+5 case, and hence the higher steam generation rate in the RPV,
slows down the rate of depressurization compared to the other cases (see Figure 2.43).

For the TAF and TAF-2 cases the fluctuations in core flow and water level between
roughly 500 s and 800 s is due to the transient flow condition created by refilling of the
lower plenum and the core region. The void fraction in the core bypass region is shown
in Figure 2.46 for the TAF-2 case to illustrate the refilling of the core region. From about
1000 s onward, the core power in all three cases has dropped sufficiently for the core
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region to be refilled with water. This sets up a manometer-type oscillation in the
downcomer water level. The oscillation is evident in the fluctuations in the water level
(Figure 2.45) between about 1000 s and 1500 s. During that time period the oscillating
core flow (Figure 2.44) also shows a decreasing trend for the TAF+5 case. The
oscillatory condition in the core is observable from the average core void fraction as
reported by the PARCS calculation (see Figure 2.47).
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Figure 2.43 Reactor Pressure - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.44 Core Flow - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.45 Downcomer Water Level - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.46 Void Fraction in Core Bypass (Ring-I) - EOFPL TAF-2 85% Flow
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Figure 2.47 Core Average Void Fraction - EOFPL TAF-2 85% Flow Case
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For the TAF+5 case, the continuation of natural circulation after ED translates to a
slower decay in reactor power. A slower depressurization rate then follows after the
reactor pressure has dropped to about 2.5 MPa (see Figure 2.43). The substantial core
flow in the TAF+5 case also promotes boron mixing in the core. This is seen in the
monotonic increase in the core boron inventory, shown in Figure 2.48. The buildup of
boron in the core ultimately adds enough negative reactivity to shutdown the reactor in
the TAF+5 case. The reactor power for the TAF+5 case is seen in Figure 2.41 to begin
an exponential decay at about 500 s.

For the TAF and TAF-2 cases, at about 750 s, coincident with the refilling of the lower
plenum, there is a marked increase in the core boron inventory. The subsequent
increase in boron at 1500 s and 2000 s for the TAF case and the TAF-2 case,
respectively, is associated with re-mixing of stratified boron in the bottom of the lower
plenum. The re-mixing is treated with an increase in the concentration of the injected
boron, as calculated by the boron transport control scheme (see Section 2.3.7 and
Appendix A in [4] for a discussion). The enhanced boron concentration is a result of
increased core flow due to feedwater flow and higher level. For all three cases the
boron inventory increases after level recovery, which begins at 2180 s. The effective
injection boron concentration for the three sensitivity cases is shown in Figure 2.49 -
Figure 2.51. The increases in boron concentration above nominal are attributed to the
re-mixing of settled boron in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. It is noted that the
re-mixing is assumed to be a function of coolant flow in the lower plenum.
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Figure 2.48 Boron Inventory in the Core Region - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.49 Effective Injection Boron Concentration - EOFPL TAF-2 85% Flow
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Figure 2.50 Effective Injection Boron Concentration - EOFPL TAF 85% Flow
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Figure 2.51 Effective Injection Boron Concentration - EOFPL TAF+5 85% Flow

For the TAF+5 case the boron transport model predicts 100% mixing for almost the
entire time of the simulated transient (see Figure 2.51). The exception is a momentary
drop in the mixing coefficient after the initiation of level recovery. This is caused by a
drop in core flow subsequent to the displacement of voids in the core by coolant flow
from the downcomer after the water level recovery.

The core reactivities calculated by PARCS are shown in Figure 2.52 and Figure 2.53 for
the TAF+5 and the TAF cases, respectively (see Figure 2.37 for the corresponding plot
for the TAF-2 case). For the TAF and TAF-2 cases there is a decrease in core reactivity
after depressurization due to voiding in the core and a recovery of reactivity after
refilling of the core. For the TAF+5 case the total core reactivity stays relatively
unchanged until about 1000 s. As the transient progresses only the injected boron
contributes negative reactivity to the core. Both the fuel (Doppler) and coolant
(moderator density) reactivities are positive. It is observed in the figures that restoration
of water level at 2180 s causes a positive increase in the moderator density reactivity,
but that is more than compensated for by a corresponding increase in the negative
contribution from the boron reactivity. Therefore, the core remains subcritical during the
level recovery.
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Figure 2.52 Core Reactivity - EOFPL TAF+5 85% Flow
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Figure 2.53 Core Reactivity - EOFPL TAF 85% Flow
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The PCT for the three sensitivity cases is shown in Figure 2.54. In all three cases the
maximum PCT occurs shortly after the initiation of water level control at 130 s and
before the emergency depressurization. It appears that unstable DWO is the cause of
PCT that occurs at a time when the reactor power to flow ratio is high. In the TAF-2
case, the fuel is predicted to dryout, fail to rewet, and experience heatup. The flow is
lowest for the TAF-2 case; which contributes to higher PCT. For the TAF-2 sensitivity
case there is a second, lower, peak for the PCT after the ED when the lower plenum
and the core are refilled, a time when the peak PCT occurs in the corresponding base
case (105% flow). For the TAF and TAF+5 base cases (at 105% flow), the maximum
PCT occurs much earlier (shortly after MSIV closure; see Table 2.6) than the
corresponding sensitivity cases.

The suppression pool water temperature (Figure 2.55) indicates that the TAF+5 case
has the highest energy input to the water in the suppression pool, followed by the TAF
case and the TAF-2 case, respectively. These differences are attributed to the fact that
the power trends downward more slowly for higher RPV level (see Section 2.5 for
additional discussion). In all three cases the pool temperature stays below the limit (i.e.,
saturation temperature at one atmosphere of pressure).

The drywell pressure (Figure 2.56) exhibits a similar trend to the suppression pool water
temperature. In all three cases the maximum drywell pressure is low enough as not to
be of concern for containment integrity.
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Figure 2.54 Peak Clad Temperature - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.55 Suppression Pool Temperature - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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Figure 2.56 Drywell Pressure - EOFPL 85% Flow Cases
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3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provides a summary of results and conclusions for this sensitivity study;
which is a continuation of a previous study [4] of ATWS-ED events (i.e., those initiated
by closure of main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) and leading to emergency
depressurization (ED) once the heat capacity temperature limit (HCTL) of the
suppression pool is exceeded). In the present study, the objective is to understand the
sensitivity of ATWS-ED events to operating core flow and spectrally corrected
moderator density history (void history) in a typical BWR/5 operating in an expanded
operating domain under MELLLA+ conditions. For the simulation of ATWS-ED events
the TRACE BWR/5 model was modified to become a BWR/4-like model with lower
plenum SLCS injection.

In this report, results of the sensitivity cases listed in Table 1.1 are compared with
results of the corresponding reference cases presented in a previous report [4]. This
chapter is divided into two sections, a section on what has been learned about the
sensitivity cases and a section related to the calculational tool that was used, namely
TRACE/PARCS.

3.1 ATWS Events Initiated by MSIV Closure - Sensitivity Cases

The sensitivity study was conducted by using the same methodology and ATWS-ED
scenario as reported in [4]. The six ATWS-ED cases listed in Table 1.1 are to
investigate the sensitivity of ATWS-ED events to operating core flow and spectrally
corrected moderator density history (void history) in a typical BWR/5 operating in an
expanded operating domain under MELLLA+ conditions. For the typical BWR/5 under
consideration the nominal core flows for the beginning of cycle (BOC) and the end of
full-power life (EOFPL) conditions are 85% and 105% of rated flow, respectively. The
sensitivity studies on core flow assumed operating flows of 75% (for BOC and EOFPL)
and 85% (for EOFPL) of rated flow. The correction to the moderator history is to take
into account the impact of factors such as leakage or control state on the neutron
energy spectrum. For the EOFPL 85% flow condition the sensitivity study also
considered different water level control strategies: top of active fuel (TAF), TAF+5' and
TAF-2' respectively.

The results show:

* The ATWS-ED transient (EOFPL, TAF+5) is not sensitive to the void history
model. Results of the sensitivity case using the spectrally corrected void history
(UHSPH) are essentially the same as the base case (the UH case).

* Reducing operating core flow shifts the boiling boundary and power generation
towards the inlet of the core.
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" Transient reactor power is higher in the reduced (initial) flow cases than in the
corresponding reference cases. The fractional decrease in core flow as a result
of the recirculation pump trip (2RPT) is lower for the reduced flow cases leading.
to a relatively lower reduction in reactivity as compared to the reference cases.

" Higher core power in the reduced flow cases results in

o higher PCT
o more energy relieved to the suppression pool via the SRVs
o earlier depressurization time
o higher drywell pressure
o higher suppression pool temperature.

* In all reduced flow cases the reactor remains shutdown by the injected boron.

o There is no recriticality observed due to either repressurization of the
reactor vessel or dilution of boron.

o The maximum PCT is below 1478 K (2200'F), the limit chosen for this
study.

o Both the drywell pressure and the suppression pool temperature stay low
enough as not to be of safety concern.

* The progression of the BOC, TAF+5 case at 75% flow generally follows the same
trend as the reference case at 85% flow. As noted above, the sensitivity case at
reduced core flow has higher reactor power and PCT than the reference case.

* Reactor power DWO with increasing amplitude at a frequency of -0.4 Hz is
observed in the EOFPL 75% and 85% flow cases, after the 2RPT and before
level reduction has successfully suppressed the reactor power. Evaluation of
reactor instability is outside the scope of this sensitivity study.

" For the EOFPL reduced flow cases, the magnitude of the power oscillation after
the 2RPT is higher for a lower operating flow.

* For the EOFPL reduced flow cases (75% and 85% flow) the maximum PCT
occurs shortly after the initiation of level control at 130 s when the core flow is still
relatively high. For the TAF-2 sensitivity cases there is a second peak in the PCT
after the depressurization at a time when the reactor is at or close to decay heat
level. Though the second peak in the PCT is much lower than the first one, it is
calculated to be higher than the maximum PCT for the corresponding reference
case (EOFPL, 105% flow, TAF-2). For the two reduced flow cases, it appears
that unstable DWO is the cause of the maximum PCT that occurs at a time when
the reactor power to flow ratio is high.

* For the EOFPL reference cases (105% initial flow; see Section 4.4 in [4]), the
timing of the maximum PCT depends on the level control strategy. For level
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control to TAF and TAF+5, the maximum PCT occurs at 14.3 s when the reactor
is still undergoing pressurization, i.e., before the MSIV becomes fully closed. For
level control to TAF-2, the maximum PCT occurs at 700 s when core flow is very
low and the core is voided resulting in a higher maximum PCT than the other two
cases.

* The effects of level control with reduced core flow for the EOFPL condition are
generally similar to the trends exhibited by the corresponding reference cases at
105% flow. There are two exceptions to the general trend. They are in the timing
of the maximum PCT (see earlier discussion) and the condition of core flow after
the emergency depression (ED) for the TAF+5 case.

* For the EOFPL sensitivity case (85% flow) at TAF+5, natural circulation flow
persists through the ED. For the reference case (105% flow TAF+5), natural
circulation flow is broken after the ED and is not re-established until after the
lower plenum is refilled at about 750 s.

Similar to the analyses described in [4] results of the sensitivity cases demonstrate the
effectiveness of operator actions in mitigating reactor power in an ATWS-ED transient.
These actions include reactor water level control, emergency depressurization, and
injection of boron. In all cases analyzed, the peak clad temperature (PCT) stayed below
the chosen limit of 1478 K (2200'F), no recriticality was predicted, and no overheating
of the suppression pool or over-pressurization of the drywell was predicted to occur. In
summary the sensitivity study shows that the PCT is the parameter most affected by
reduced initial operating flow. Also the magnitude of power oscillation is increased at
reduced flow and the frequency of oscillation coincides with that characterized by
density-wave oscillation in BWRs.

3.2 Applying TRACE/PARCS to ATWS-ED Events

As an advanced tool for system transient analysis the TRACE/PARCS package has
numerous modeling parameters that the analyst can select to overcome some of the
numerical difficulties encountered in the simulation of a transient scenario. This is also
the case in this sensitivity study. TRACE/PARCS input options specific to the simulation
of ATWS-ED events have been discussed previously in [4]. However, code updates
were found necessary to enable the completion of all six sensitivity cases. Three
TRACE executables, as summarized in Table 2.2, were used in the current work.
Appendix A provides additional background information on the use of different versions
of TRACE. Results in the appendix demonstrate that the updated version of the code is
capable of duplicating major features predicted by the old version for the same ATWS-
ED transient.

The sensitivity of the ATWS-ED results to the time-step size and the choice of numerical
method (stability enhanced two step (SETS) versus semi-implicit (S-I)) is examined in
Appendix B. In using the SETS method it is shown that the results are not sensitive to a
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reduction of the maximum time-step size from 0.05 s to 0.025 s. Calculations discussed
in the appendix also demonstrate that by judicious choice of the maximum time-step
size, SETS and S-I produce essentially identical results. A scoping calculation
described in Appendix B suggests that there is bifurcation in results when the
computation is started from slightly different initial conditions. The nature of the
parameter(s) that drives the solution to a certain path is unclear, however, results seem
to be sensitive to modeling and numerical method differences.
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APPENDIX A

Comparison of TRACE Executables
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This Appendix provides additional background information on the use of three versions
of the TRACE/PARCS executable in the analysis of the six ATWS-ED sensitivity cases.
The objective is to confirm that the three versions of the executable are capable of
producing similar results for a given ATWS-ED case. The version of the executable
used for each sensitivity case is indicated in Table A.1.

Table A.1 Version of TRACE Executable Used

Reactor
Cas Exposure Flow Water TRACE Executable

ID ERate, F Level
Strategy

4B BQC 75 TAF+5 V5.540 fxValveChoke.x
10D EOFPL 75 TAF-2 V5.Op3P32mO7co x64.exe
10A EOFPL 85 TAF+5 V5.540_fxValveChoke.x
11A EOFPL 85 TAF V5.540 fxValveChoke.x
12A EOFPL 85 TAF-2 V5.Op3P32mO7co.x

EOFPL
10C UHSPH 105 TAF+5 V5.540_fxValveChoke.xUHSPH

The Linux and Windows executables are identified by filename extensions ".x" and
".exe" respectively. All eleven of the base reference cases were analyzed using
V5.540_fxValveChoke.x, a version that is very similar to the latest released version of
TRACE (V5.541 is V5 Patch 3). However, this version of the executable failed to
complete two of the EOFPL cases at reduced flow (75% and 85%) with water level
reduction to TAF-2. The difficulty appears to be related to failure of PARCS to converge
when the reactor power is at decay heat levels. A revised version of TRACE,
V5.Op3P32mO7co, was subsequently used to complete the two TAF-2 sensitivity cases.

Two of the relevant changes made in the PARCS module of TRACE that enable the
completion of the TAF-2 simulations are:

1. A limiter was added to the ADF adjustment factor, on the left and right faces of
the considered node.

2. For the NEM kernel, a limit was also placed on the lowest value for the surface
flux.

An EOFPL base case was rerun with this new version of the executable to confirm that
the two versions of the executable are equivalent. Results from the two executables are
compared in the first part of this appendix.

The new version of the TRACE executable successfully completed the EOFPL TAF-2
85% flow case. However, using the Linux executable V5.Op3P32mO7co.x to run the
same case but starting with a 75% core flow, an anomalous power spike was observed
at about 700 s. The Windows version of the new executable,
V5.Op3P32mO7cox64.exe, completed the case without the power spike. Results from
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the Linux and Windows version of the executable are compared in the second part of
this appendix. The two executables produce identical results until the occurrence of the
power spike.

The following figures (Figure A. 1 to Figure A. 11) are from the execution of the EOFPL
TAF-2 base case (105% flow) by the two versions of the TRACE executable, namely,
V5.540_fxValveChoke.x (the old version) and V5.Op3P32mO7co.x (the new version).
Both runs were done with the semi-implicit numerical scheme and a maximum time step
size of 0.02 s. A comparison of the results from the two executables demonstrates that
the new version of TRACE is capable of duplicating major features predicted by the old
version for an ATWS-ED transient. These features include:

* power spike after MSIV closure
* power and flow decrease after recirculation pump trip (2RPT)
* level control
* timing of ED
" reactor pressure
* level swell after ED
* boron inventory in the core region

Any minor differences in the results produced by the two executables will not lead to
different conclusions of the sensitivity study.
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Figure A.1 Reactor Power - EOFPL TAF-2
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Figure A.3 Core Flow - EOFPL TAF-2
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Figure A.8 Core Average Void Fraction -EOFPL TAF-2
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Figure A.9 Boron Inventory in the Core Region - EOFPL TAF-2
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Figure A.10 Suppression Pool Temperature - EOFPL TAF-2
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The following figures (Figure A.12 to Figure A.19) are from the execution of the EOFPL
TAF-2 75% flow case using two TRACE executables. They are from the same code
modification cycle (V5.0p3P32m07co), but are for two different computer platforms,
namely, Linux and Windows. Both runs were done with the semi-implicit numerical
scheme and a maximum time step size of 0.02 s. Preceding the power spike some
differences between the two executables are observed at around 650 s, e.g. in the
downcomer water level (Figure A. 13). A comparison of the overall results from the two
executables demonstrates that both versions of TRACE produce essentially identical
results until shortly before the appearance of the power spike at -700 s. It is thus
reasonable to apply the equivalent executable for the Windows platform, namely
V5.Op3P32mO7cox64.exe to simulate the EOFPL TAF-2 75% flow case while the
cause of the anomaly in the Linux version is under investigation.
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Figure A.12 Reactor Power - EOPFL TAF-2 75% Flow Case
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APPENDIX B

Selection of Time-Step Size and
Numerical Method
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This appendix provides additional background information on the selection of numerical
method and time-step size for the analysis of ATWS-ED cases by TRACE.

TRACE contains the option to select one of two related numerical methods for solution
of the fluid-dynamics equations in the spatial one-dimensional (1 D), and three-
dimensional (3D) components. The default Stability Enhancing Two-Step (SETS)
method has the advantage of avoiding Courant stability limits on time-step size but the
disadvantage of relatively high numerical diffusion. A namelist input option permits
selection of a semi-implicit (S-I) method that can have substantially less numerical
diffusion but has time-step sizes restricted to a material Courant limit. This should be
the method of choice for BWR stability analysis. For the current work of analyzing
ATWS-ED cases the primary objective is to assess the response of key components to
operator actions and not reactor stability. Since the SETS method allows violation of the
Courant limit to the time step size, it is possible to simulate long transients such as
ATWS with larger time step sizes. The larger time step sizes allow calculations for such
transients, generally, to be performed in a reasonable period of real time. Therefore, it
has been chosen to be the default method for the analysis of ATWS-ED cases.
However SETS loses its efficiency when the problem requires time-step size reductions
to very small values. In that case it is appropriate to use the more robust S-I method to
solve the problem.

The following is the general guideline used in the current work for the selection of time-
step size and the decision to apply the S-I method.

1) Apply SETS with a maximum time-step size of 0.05 s
2) If problem failed, reduce time-step size to 0.025 s
3) If problem still failed, reduce time-step size to 0.01 s sometime before last failure
4) If problem again failed, apply S-I with a maximum time-step size of 0.02 s

It has been found that it took about the same amount of CPU time to complete a 2500 s
ATWS-ED transient using either the S-I method or the SETS method with a maximum
time-step size of 0.01 s.

The maximum time-step size and the numerical method applied in the 17 ATWS-ED
cases are summarized in Table B.1

Table B.1 Summary of Time-Step Size and Numerical Method for ATWS-ED

Case Flow RWL SLCS
ID Exposure Rate Strategy Injection Comment

Lower Terminated at 1816 s (SETS 0.025 s)
6 BOC 85 TAF-2 Plenum Re-ran successfully with 0.01 s maxtime-step after 1500 s

Lower7 PHE 85 TAF+5 Plenum Completed (SETS 0.05 s)

Lower4 BOC 85 TAF+5 Plenum Completed (SETS 0.05 s)
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7C PHE 85 TAF+5 Upper Completed (SETS 0.05 s)
Plenum

5 BOC 85 TAF Lower Terminated at 1291 s (SETS 0.05 s)
Plenum Completed (SETS 0.025 s)
Lower

10, EOFPL 105 TAF+5 Plenum Completed (SETS 0.05 s)

Terminated at 768 s (SETS 0.025 s)

12 EOFPL 105 TAF-2 Lower Re-run with 0.01 s max time-step after
Plenum 500 s; failed at 800.937 s

Completed (S-I 0.02 s)
EDSI OC 8 TAF Lower

EDSI BOC 85 TAF Plenum Completed (S-I 0.02 s)

Terminated at 1760 s (SETS 0.025 s)
9 PHE 85 TAF-2 Plenum Re-ran successfully with 0.01 s max

time-step after 1500 s
8 PHE 5 TAF Lower

PPHE 85 TAF lenum Completed (SETS 0.05 s)

Terminated at 2058 s (SETS 0.05 s)
Re-run with 0.025 s max time-step; failed

A Lower at 817.775 s
11 EOFPL 105 TAF Plenum Re-ran successfully with 0.05 s (SETS)

max time-step to 1500 s; 0.025 s max
time-step to 2000s and 0.01 s max time-
step to 2500 s

4B BO 75 AF+5 Lower
4B BOC 75 TAF+5 Plenum Completed (SETS 0.05 s)

Terminated at 618 s (SETS 0.025 s)
Re-run with 0.01 s max time-step after

10D EOFPL 75 TAF-2 Lower 500 s; failed at 615.447 s
Plenum Re-run with S-I and 0.02 s max time-

step; terminated at 628 s.
Completed (S-I 0.02 s) (1)

1OA EOFPL 85 TAF+5 Lower Completed (SETS 0.05 s)
______ ~Plenum Copee(ST0.5s

hA EOPL 8 TAF Lower
11A EOFPL 85 TAF Plenum Completed (SETS 0.025 s)

Terminated at 669 s (SETS 0.025 s)
Re-run with 0.01 s max time-step after

12A EOFPL 85 TAF-2 Lower 500 s; failed at 693.926 s
Plenum Re-run with S-I and 0.02 s max time-

step; terminated at 707 s.
Completed (S-I 0.02 s) (2)

EOFPL Lower Terminated at 1757 s (SETS 0.05 s)
10C UHSPH 105 TAF+5 Plenum Completed re-run with max time-stepreduced to 0.025 s after 1500 s

(1) Completed using Windows executable V5.Op3P32mO7cox64.exe. See Appendix A for
additional discussion.

(2) Completed using Linux executable V5.Op3P32mO7co.x. The CSTEP input for the
CONTAN component was changed from 1.0 to 0.5 to avoid failure in the thermal-
hydraulic calculation.
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In the process of completing the 17 ATWS-ED cases a series of assessment runs have
been performed. User experience in selecting time-step size and numerical method is
presented in the following discussions.

Effect of Time-Step Size

An EOFPL base case with level control to TAF is used to illustrate the effect of time-
step size on the simulation of an ATWS-ED transient. The completion of the case
required some adjustments to the time-step size during the course of the execution. As
summarized in Table B.1 a run with a 0.05 s maximum time-step size failed at 2058 s
while a 0.025 s case failed even earlier at 817 s. The following plots compare the results
from the two runs.
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Figure B.8 Case 11 - Peak Clad Temperature

Up to the failure point, the two cases compare favorably. However, the immediate cause
of failure appears to be different for the two cases. The 0.025 s case terminated when
PARCS outer iteration failed to converge after the set number of iterations (750) and
passed bad power (NaN) information to TRACE. The 0.05 s case terminated on TRACE
outer iteration failure when the time step reduction reached the limit of 1 E-8. In all the
ATWS-ED transients analyzed, the power transient is dominated by events occurring in
the first few hundred seconds and the later part of the transient is not too important. The
plots show that the results in the first few hundred seconds are not sensitive to the time-
step size. By judicious choice of time-step sizes during the course of the transient (see
Table B. 1) the TAF case completed the 2500 s simulation successfully.

Effect of Numerical Method

A BOC base case with level control to TAF (Case 5) is used to demonstrate the effect of
numerical method, SETS versus semi-implicit (S-I), on the ATWS-ED results. The case
was run using the Windows executable, and the result from the first 500 s is shown in
the following figures. It is noted that the SETS case had a maximum time-step size of
0.05 s while the S-I case had a corresponding limit set to 0.02 s.
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Figure B.11 Case 5- Downcomer Water Level

The two numerical methods provide almost identical results, as shown in Figure B.9 -

Figure B.11.

Effect of Initial Steady-State

All ATWS-ED transient cases were run as a restart from a coupled steady-state (see
Section 2.1 in [4] for a discussion of the work flow of executing a TRACE analysis). It is
observed that there is bifurcation in results when the computation is started from slightly
different initial conditions. Two BOC base cases with level control to TAF were run using
the S-I numerical method. Each case was started from a slightly different initial steady
state. Two coupled steady-states were generated, one using the S-I method and a
maximum time-step size of 0.01 s (initial condition SS1) and the other using the SETS
method and a maximum time-step size of 0.02 s (initial condition SS2). Results of the
two cases are shown in Figure B.12 and Figure B.13. At -350 s the two cases start to
go on slightly different paths. Both paths seem to be possible in the calculations and
which path it takes seems to be sensitive to modeling and numerical method
differences. For the case with the SS1 steady-state the natural circulation flow was
maintained after the emergency depressurization whereas for the case with the SS2
steady-state the natural circulation was broken. In both cases the reactor power was
decaying and the difference does not appear to have significant impact on the outcome
of the transient.

It is noted that a similar pattern of an ATWS-ED transient diverging into two different
solutions was observed in a comparison between the SETS and the S-I method for a
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BOC TAF case [4]. A preliminary explanationb for the source of the diverging results,
use of different PARCS options (the exponential extrapolation option (Expo opt) and
the implicitness option (THETA), has been shown not to be the case. The controlling
factor in the diverging result is the initial steady-state.

044

500

Time (s)

Figure B.12 Core Power - Different Initial Steady-State

b j. Staudenmeir, Email to P. Yarsky, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 18, 2012.
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APPENDIX C

Inputs and Outputs (on CD)

1. ATWS-ED Stand-alone Steady-State File Names
2. ATWS-ED Coupled Steady-State File Names
3. ATWS-ED Transient Input File Names
4. Basic Outputs, available for All ATWS-ED Cases
5. Additional TRACE Outputs
6. Comparison Plots
7. Appendix A Plots
8. Appendix B Plots
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Table C.1 ATWS-ED Stand-alone Steady-State File Names

Case ID TRACE Input File Name

BOC 75% Flow
4B boc75-atwsED13.inp
10C EOFPL UHSPH

eofpl27ch-atwsED 13.inp
10D EOFPL 75% Flow

eofpl75-atwsED13.inp
1OA/1 1A EOFPL 85% Flow

eofp185-atwsED13.inp
12A (*) EOFPL 85% Flow

eofpl85-atwsEDl 3-12A.inp
(*) Minor update to CONTAN component (CSTEP=0.5) with respect to the input for
cases 10A and 1 1A. The change was needed to be able to run the transient calculation
on a Linux platform.

Table C.2 ATWS-ED Coupled Steady-State File Names

Case ID TRACE/PARCS Input File Names
BOC 75% Flow
boc75-atwsED13-rc.inp

4B boc75-atwsED 13-rc.parcsinp
full-boc.dep
mapping27.map
bwr5-full-rev4.geom

10C EOFPL UHSPH
eofplUH-atwsED1 3-rc.inp
eofplUH-atwsED1 3-rc.parcsinp
full-SPH-eohf.dep
mapping27.map
bwr5-full-rev4.geom

10D EOFPL 75% Flow
eofpl75-atwsED13-rc.inp
eofpl75-atwsED13-rc.parcsinp
full-eohf.dep
mapping27.map
bwr5-full-rev4.geom

1OA/11A/12A EOFPL 85% Flow
eofpl85-atwsED1 3-rc.inp
eofpl85-atwsED 1 3-rc.parcsinp
full-eohf.dep
mapping27.map
bwr5-full-rev4.geom
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Table C.3 ATWS-ED Transient Input File Names

Case ID TRACEIPARCS Input File Names

BOC 75% Flow TAF+5
4B boc75TAF+5-atwsED1 3L-tr.inp

boc75TAF+5-atwsED13L-tr.parcs inp
EOFPL UHSPH TAF+5

10C eofplUHTAF+5-atwsEDl 3L-tr.inp
eofplUHTAF+5-atwsED1 3L-tr.parcs inp
EOFPL 75% Flow TAF-2

1 OD (*) eofpl75TAF-2-atwsED1 3L-tr.inp
eofpl75TAF-2-atwsED13L-rc.parcs inp
EOFPL 85% Flow TAF+5

1 OA eofpl85TAF+5-atwsEDl 3L-tr.inp
eofpl85TAF+5-atwsED1 3L-rc.parcs inp
EOFPL 85% Flow TAF

11A eofpl85TAF-atwsED 13L-tr.inp
eofpl85TAF-atwsED1 3L-rc.parcs inp
EOFPL 85% Flow TAF-2

12A eofp185TAF-2-atwsEDl 3L-tr.inp
eofp185TAF-2-atwsED13L-rc.parcs inp

(*) Two sets of outputs for this case: one using the Linux executable and one for
Windows.

Table C.4 Basic TRACE Outputs, available for all ATWS-ED Cases

File Names Description
Reactivities PDF.pdf (*) Components of Reactivity ($)
TR-Boron-Concent-LP- Boron Concentration in Lower Plenum of Ring-1 (-)
RI PDF.pdf
TR-Boron-Concent-LP- Boron Concentration in Lower Plenum of Ring-2 (-)
R2 PDF.pdf
TR-Boron-lnv-Core PDF.pdf Boron Inventory in Core (kg)
TR-CladT PDF.pdf Cladding Temperatures (Axial) (K)
TR-Core-Avg-VFracPDF.pdf Core Average Void Fraction (-)
(*)
TR-Core-Bypass-VFrac- Core Bypass Void Fraction in Ring-1 (-)
Rl PDF.pdf
TR-Core-Bypass-VFrac- Core Bypass Void Fraction in Ring-2 (-)
R2 PDF.pdf
TR-Core-Flow PDF.pdf Normalized Core Total Mass Flow Rate (-)
TR-DC-Level PDF.pdf DC Level from Bottom of RPV (m)
TR-DW-P PDF.pdf DW Pressure (MPa)
TR-FCT PDF.pdf Fuel Centerline Temperatures (Axial) (K)
TR-FW-Flow PDF.pdf Feedwater Flow Rate (kg/s)
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TR-FW-Temp PDF.pdf Feedwater Temperature (K)
TR-Max-PCT PDF.pdf Maximum Peak Cladding Temperatures (K)
TR-P-RPV PDF.pdf RPV Dome Pressure (MPa)
TR-Reactor-Power PDF.pdf Reactor Power (MW)
TR-Recir-FIow PDF.pdf Recirculation Flow Rate (kg/s)
TR-RPV-Level PDF.pdf RPV Level (m)
TR-SP-Temp PDF.pdf SP Temperature (K)
TR-SRV-Chok-A PDF.pdf SRV Choking Flag at SRV A (-)
TR-SRV-Chok-B PDF.pdf SRV Choking Flag at SRV B (-)
TR-SRV-Chok-Cl PDF.pdf SRV Choking Flag at SRV C1 (-)
TR-SRV-Chok-C2 PDF.pdf SRV Choking Flag at SRV C2 (-)
TR-SRV-Chok-D PDF.pdf SRV Choking Flag at SRV D (-)
TR-SRV-Flow-A PDF.pdf SRV Flow through SRV A (kg/s)
TR-SRV-Flow-B PDF.pdf SRV Flow through SRV B (kg/s)
TR-SRV-Flow-Cl PDF.pdf SRV Flow through SRV Cl (kg/s)
TR-SRV-Flow-C2 PDF.pdf SRV Flow through SRV C2 (kg/s)
TR-SRV-Flow-D PDF.pdf SRV Flow through SRV D (kg/s)
TR-SRV-P-A PDF.pdf Pressure Upstream and Downstream of SRV A (MPa)
TR-SRV-P-B PDF.pdf Pressure Upstream and Downstream of SRV B (MPa)
TR-SRV-P-Cl PDF.pdf Pressure Upstream and Downstream of SRV Cl (MPa)
TR-SRV-P-C2 PDF.pdf Pressure Upstream and Downstream of SRV C2 (MPa)
TR-SRV-P-D PDF.pdf Pressure Upstream and Downstream of SRV D (MPa)
TR-Steam-Flow PDF.pdf Steam Flow (kg/s)
TR-Temp-LP PDF.pdf Lower Plenum Temperature (K)
TR-Void-LP-Rl PDF.pdf Lower Plenum Void Fraction in Ring-1 (-)
TR-Void-LP-R2 PDF.pdf Lower Plenum Void Fraction in Ring-2 (-)

(*) The information used to generate this plot is output from PARCS.

Table C.5 Additional TRACE Outputs

File Name Description
Boron injection conc EOFPL 75F TAF- Effective Injection Boron Concentration -
2.pdf EOFPL 75% Flow TAF-2' (kg-B/Kg-water)
Effective Boron Conc EOFPL 85F TAF.pdf Effective Injection Boron Concentration -

EOFPL 85% Flow TAF (kg-B/Kg-water)
Effective Boron Conc EOFPL 85F Effective Injection Boron Concentration -
TAF+5.pdf EOFPL 85% Flow TAF+5' (kg-B/Kg-water)
Effective Boron Conc EOFPL 85F TAF- Effective Injection Boron Concentration -
2.pdf EOFPL 85% Flow TAF-2' (kg-B/Kg-water)

Table C.6 Comparison Plots
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File Name Description
Boron-lnv-Core PDF.pdf Core Boron Inventory (kg)
Core-Flow PDF.pdf Normalized Total Core Flow (-)
DC-Level PDF.pdf Downcomer Level (m)
DW-P PDF.pdf Drywell Pressure (MPa)
P-RPV PDF.pdf RPV Pressure (MPa)
Reactor-Power PDF.pdf Reactor Power (MW)
SP-Temp PDF.pdf Suppression Pool Temperature (K)
Reactor-Power zoom.pdf (*) Reactor Power (MW) (0 to 600 s)
PCT PDF.pdf (*) Maximum Peak Clad Temperature (K)
SSaxial.pdf (**) Normalized Steady-State Axial Power

Distribution (-)
SS axialdensity.pdf (***) Axial Moderator Density Distribution (kg/m 3)
TotaI-Reactivity.pdf (for Section 2.2 Total Reactivity ($)
only))

(*) Not available for Section 2.3.
(**) Not available for Section 2.5.
(***) Available for Sections 2.2 and 2.4.

Table C.7 Appendix A Plots

File Name Description
TR-Boron-lnv-Core PDF.pdf Boron Inventory in the Core (kg) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-Core-Avg-VFracPDF.pdf Core Average Void Fraction (-) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
(*)
TR-Core-Flow PDF.pdf Normalized Core Flow (-) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-DC-LevelPDF.pdf Downcomer Water Level (m) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-DW-P PDF.pdf Drywell Pressure (MPa) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-FW-Flow PDF.pdf Feedwater Flow Rate (kg/s) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-P-RPV PDF.pdf Reactor Pressure (MPa) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-Reactor-Power PDF.pdf Reactor Power (MW) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-SP-TempPDF.pdf Suppression Pool Temperature (K) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs.

new)
TR-Steam-Flow PDF.pdf Steam Flow Rate (kg/s) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
TR-Temp-LPPDF.pdf Lower Plenum Temperature (K) EOFPL TAF-2 (old vs. new)
Boron.pdf (*) Boron Reactivity ($) (Linux and Win64)
CoreFlow.pdf Normalized Total Core Flow (-) (Linux and Win64)
Doppler.pdf (*) Doppler Reactivity ($) (Linux and Win64)
FWFlow.pdf Feedwater Flow (kg/s) (Linux and Win64)
moderator.pdf (*) Moderator Density Reactivity ($) (Linux and Win64)
Rxpower.pdf Reactor Power (MW) (Linux and Win64)
TotalReactivity.pdf (*) Total Reactivity ($) (Linux and Win64)
WaterLevel.pdf Downcomer Water Level (m) (Linux and Win64)

(*) The information used to generate this plot is output of PARCS.
Table C.8 Appendix B Plots
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File Name Description
tpower.pdf Reactor Power (W) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
pressure.pdf Reactor Pressure (Pa) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
core flow.pdf Normalized Core Flow (-) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
wl.pdf Downcomer Water Level (m) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
fw.pdf Feedwater Flow Rate (kg/s) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
boron inv.pdf Boron Inventory in the Core (kg) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
sumrho.pdf (*) Core Reactivity ($)(0.05 s and 0.025 s)
trhmax.pdf Peak Clad Temperature (K) (0.05 s and 0.025 s)
SETS-S-I Rx Power.pdf Reactor Power (s) (SETS 0.05 s and S-I 0.02 s)
SETS-S-I Core Flow.pdf Normalized Core Flow (-) (SETS 0.05 s and S-I 0.02 s)
SETS-S-I Water Level.pdf Downcomer Water Level (m) (SETS 0.05 s and S-I 0.02 s)
SS Power.pdf Reactor Power (W) (different steady-state)
SS Water Level.pdf Downcomer Water Level (m) (different steady-state)

(*) The information used to generate this plot is output of PARCS.
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0 ;NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ACRSR-2260
WASHINGTON, DC 20555 - 0001

June 22, 2007
Luis A. Reyes
Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

SUBJECT: GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) LICENSING TOPICAL REPORTS ON MAXIMUM
EXTENDED LOAD LINE LIMIT ANALYSIS PLUS (MELLLA+) AND
APPLICABILITY OF GE METHODS TO EXPANDED OPERATING DOMAINS

Dear Mr. Reyes:

During the 543rd meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, June 6-8, 2007,
we reviewed the staffs Safety Evaluations for GE Licensing Topical Reports NEDC-33006P,
Revision 2, "General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Maximum Extended Load Line Limit
Analysis Plus," and NEDC-33173P, "Applicability of GE Methods to Expanded Operating
Domains." Our Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena Subcommittee also reviewed this matter on
May 24-25, 2007. During these reviews, we had the benefit of presentations by and
discussions with representatives of the NRC staff and General Electric. We also had the
benefit of the documents referenced.

CONCLUSIONS

1. We concur with the staffs conclusion that application of the GE methods (documented
in GE Licensing Topical Report NEDC-33173P) to extended power uprate (EPU) and
the MELLLA+ operating domain, with the limitations imposed by the staff, is acceptable.

2. We concur with the staffs conclusion that application of the process (documented in GE
Licensing Topical Report NEDC-33006P, Revision 2) for analysis of operation in the
MELLLA+ region, with the limitations imposed by the staff including the modifications
made by the staff during our discussions, is acceptable.

DISCUSSION

Boiling water reactors (BWRs) are licensed to operate within specific power and core flow
conditions that are referred to as "operating domain" in a power-flow map. MELLLA+ expands
the operating domain up to 120 percent of the originally licensed thermal power for core flow as
low as 80 percent of the rated value. For core flows less than 80 percent of the rated value, the
upper boundary of the expanded domain is approximately defined by a power-flow line that
extends from 120 percent power at 80 percent flow down to less than the originally licensed
power at 55 percent of the rated flow. The MELLLA+ expanded operating domain increases
operating flexibility by allowing control of reactivity at maximum power by changing flow rather
than rod insertion and withdrawal. GE Licensing Topical Report NEDC-33173P discusses the
applicability of the GE methods proposed for safety analyses of both EPU and MELLLA+
operation. GE Licensing Topical Report, NEDC-33006P, Revision 2 addresses the impact of
MELLLA+ operation as well as the scope of analyses that are needed to meet the safety and
regulatory requirements for operation in the MELLLA+ domain.
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A number of design developments enable operation in the MELLLA+ domain. The most
important are: (1) fuel design features that accommodate operation at the higher power / lower
flow conditions while maintaining acceptable fuel performance; and (2) a new detect and
suppress system that provides protection against power and flow oscillations, which may arise
more easily at higher powers and lower flows.

BWR fuel designs have evolved to 10 x 10 rod arrays. The 10 x 10 arrays provide sufficiently
large heat transfer areas that can allow acceptable minimum critical power ratios (MCPRs) for
both normal operating conditions and anticipated transients at EPU and MELLLA+ conditions.
Additionally, such fuel designs lead to acceptable calculated peak clad temperatures during
loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs). In order to minimize increases in the peak heat fluxes
relative to current design levels, the fuel loading is adjusted to radially flatten the core power
distribution. Part length fuel rods are introduced to provide better moderation in the core exit
region and somewhat less peaked axial power profiles towards the end-of-fuel life. All this
leads to peak heat fluxes that are within the range of experience even with 20 percent EPUs,
although the average void fractions at the core exit are somewhat higher than those covered by
current operating experience. Because of uncertainties associated with these higher void
fractions and in the reactor physics calculations, as well as in the pressure drop and critical
power ratio predictions, the staff has required additional margins in the MCPR safety limit and
the MCPR operating limit. The staff has also imposed limits on bypass voiding. The additional
margins that are required may be changed as more data become available to validate the
reactor physics and the void fraction calculations. We agree with these requirements and
would like the opportunity to review any changes that may be proposed in the future.

To protect against the increased susceptibility to flow and power oscillations in the MELLLA+
expanded operating domain, GE has developed the Detect and Suppress Solution-Confirmation
Density (DSS-CD) system. The DSS-CD system uses a "detect and suppress" approach with a
variety of indicators of increasing sensitivity to trigger its suppression function. The DSS-CD
system is similar to the currently approved "Option II" detect and suppress solution, but it has a
more sensitive detection capability. The DSS-CD system has been tested successfully. If the
DSS-CD system is out of service, it is required that an automatic backup scram system be
immediately armed. We agree with the staff that the DSS-CD system, in conjunction with the
automatic backup scram system, will provide acceptable protection against power and flow
oscillations.

Operation in the MELLLA+ domain could lead to conditions that are more difficult to manage
during "special events," such as an anticipated transient without scram (ATWS). The higher
power could increase the peak reactor vessel pressure. The higher power / lower flow
conditions and the closer proximity to stability boundaries could result in more rapid growth of
oscillations during ATWS instability events. There are large uncertainties associated with the
predictions of plant responses to ATWS, due to the difficulties in modeling such events and the
paucity of data available to validate the calculational methods. These uncertainties are
tempered to a large extent by the low frequency and the resulting low risk significance of these
events. The staff is requiring plant-specific analyses for ATWS and additional mitigation
measures. We agree with the staff that measures to deal with these events should not be
approved on a generic basis at this time. Limitations related to ATWS instability developed as a
result of our comments and those modified during our discussions with the staff are listed in the
Attachment, and should be included in the final Safety Evaluation.
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The Safety Evaluations were very demanding tasks for which the staff should be commended.
The staff performed thorough evaluations and carried out convincing confirmatory analyses
where tools were available, such as for the reactor physics and fuel related issues.
Unfortunately, the staff did not have the thermal-hydraulic code capability that would have been
needed to independently confirm some important parts of the evaluation such as ATWS
instability. The TRACE thermal-hydraulic system analysis code has the capabilities needed to
address such issues.

As recommended in our March 22, 2007 report, the TRACE code developmental work should
be completed expeditiously to enable its incorporation into the regulatory process.

In conclusion, we find the methods and processes for enabling MELLLA+ operation proposed
by GE to be acceptable with the inclusion of the limitations imposed by the staff. We would like
to have the opportunity to review the first few plant-specific MELLLA+ applications. We would
also like to have the opportunity to review any significant changes in the final Safety Evaluations
including any changes to the limitations.

Sincerely

/RA/

William J. Shack
Chairman
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LIMITATIONS RELATED TO ATWS INSTABILITY DEVELOPED AS A RESULT OF
ACRS COMMENTS AND THOSE MODIFIED BY THE STAFF DURING

DISCUSSIONS WITH THE ACRS

Plant-Specific ATWS Instability Limitation

Until such time that NRC approves a generic solution for ATWS instability calculations for
MELLLA+ operation, each plant-specific MELLLA+ application must provide ATWS instability
analysis that satisfies the ATWS acceptance criteria listed in SRP 15.8. The plant-specific
ATWS Instability calculation must: (1) be based on the peak-reactivity exposure conditions,
(2) model the plant-specific configuration important to ATWS Instability response including
mixed core, if applicable, and (3) use the regional-mode nodalization scheme.

In order to improve the fidelity of the analyses, the plant-specific calculations should be based
on latest NRC-approved neutronic and thermal-hydraulic codes such as TGBLA06/PANAC1 1
and TRACG04.

Generic ATWS Instability Limitation

Once the generic solution is approved, the plant-specific applications must provide confirmation
that the generic instability analyses are relevant and applicable to their plant.

Applicability confirmation includes review of any differences in plant design or operation that will
result in significantly lower stability margins during ATWS such as:

1. turbine bypass capacity,
2. fraction of steam-driven feedwater pumps,
3. any changes in plant design or operation that will significantly increase core inlet

subcooling during ATWS events,
4. significant differences in radial and axial power distributions,
5. hot-channel power-to-flow ratio,
6. fuel design changes beyond GE14.

A TWS Limitation 12.15

For plants that do not achieve hot shutdown prior to reaching the heat capacity
temperature limit (HCTL) based on the licensing ODYN code calculation, plant-
specific MELLLA+ implementations must perform best-estimate TRACG
calculations on a plant-specific basis. The TRACG analysis will account for all
plant parameters, including water-level control strategy and all plant-specific
emergency operating procedure (EOP) actions.

The TRACG calculation is not required if the plant increases the boron-1 0
concentration/enrichment so that the integrated heat load to containment
calculated by the licensing ODYN calculation does not change with respect to a
reference OLTP/75 percent flow ODYN calculation.

Attachment
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Peak cladding temperature (PCT) for both phases of the transient (initial
overpressure and emergency depressurization) must be evaluated on a plant-
specific basis with the TRACG ATWS calculation.

For key input parameters, systems and engineering safety features that are
important to simulating the ATWS analysis and are specified in the Technical
Specification (TS) (e.g. SLCS parameters and ATWS RPT), the calculation
assumptions must be consistent with the allowed TS values, and allowed plant
configuration. If the analyses deviate from the allowed TS configuration for long-
term (beyond the TS LCO) equipment out of service, the plant-specific
application will specify and justify the deviation. In addition, the licensee must
ensure that all operability requirements (e.g., NPSH) by equipment assumed
operable in the calculations are met.

Nominal input parameters can be used in the ATWS analyses provided the
uncertainty treatment and selection of the values of these input parameters are
consistent with the input methods used in the original GE ATWS analyses in
NEDE-24222. Treatment of key input parameters in terms of uncertainties
applied or plant-specific TS value used can differ from the original NEDE-24222
approach, provided the manner in which it is used yields more conservative
ATWS results.

The plant-specific application will include tabulation and discussion of the key
input parameters and the associated uncertainty treatment.

Item I (ECCS-LOCA Power Shape)

For applications requesting implementation of EPU or expanded operating domains, including
MELLLA+, the small and large break ECCS-LOCA analyses will include top-peaked and mid-
peaked power shape in establishing the MAPLHGR and determining the PCT. This limitation is
applicable to both the licensing bases PCT and the upper bound PCT. The plant-specific
applications will report the limiting small and large break licensing basis and upper bound
PCTs.

Item 2 (Related LTR Limitations)

The limitations and conditions specified in the NRC Staff SERs approving NEDC-33173P
(ADAMS Accession No. ML63440002); NEDC33075P (ADAMS Accession No. ML062640346);
and NEDC-33147(ADAMS Accession No. ML070810308) apply to the review and approval of
NEDC-33006P, "General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Maximum Extended Load Line Limit
Analysis Plus." Plant-specific applications using NEDC-33006P must comply with all the
limitations and be consistent with the purpose and content covered in the staff SERs approving
these licensing topical reports. Any subsequent revisions to the staff SERs approving these
topical reports that lead to changes in specific limitations also apply as revised.
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Item 3 TS Limitations

TS changes:

a) The licensee will amend the TS Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) for any
equipment out-of-service (SLO) or operating flexibilities prohibited in the plant-specific
MELLLA+ application.

b) For operating flexibility such as feedwater heater out-of- service (FWHOOS) that is
prohibited in the MELLLA+ plant-specific application but is not included in the TS LCO, a
license will propose and implement a license condition.

c) The power flow map is not specified in the TS, however it is an important licensed
operating domain. Licensees may elect to be licensed and operate under plant-specific
expanded domain that is bounded by the MELLLA+ upper boundary. Plant-specific
applications approved for operation within the MELLLA+ domain will include the plant-
unique power/flow map specifying the licensed domain in the Core Operating Limit
Report.
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The Safety Evaluations were very demanding tasks for which the staff should be commended.
The staff performed thorough evaluations and carried out convincing confirmatory analyses
where tools were available, such as for the reactor physics and fuel related issues.
Unfortunately, the staff did not have the thermal-hydraulic code capability that would have been
needed to independently confirm some important parts of the evaluation such as ATWS
instability. The TRACE thermal-hydraulic system analysis code has the capabilities needed to
address such issues. As recommended in our March 22, 2007 report, the TRACE code
developmental work should be completed expeditiously to enable its incorporation into the
regulatory process.

In conclusion, we find the methods and processes for enabling MELLLA+ operation proposed
by GE to be acceptable with the inclusion of the limitations imposed by the staff. We would like
to have the opportunity to review the first few plant-specific MELLLA+ applications. We would
also like to have the opportunity to review any significant changes in the final Safety Evaluations
including any changes to the limitations.

Sincerely

IRA/

William J. Shack
Chairman
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NRC INSPECTION MANUAL SBPB

TEMPORARY INSTRUCTION 2515/174

HYDROGEN IGNITER BACKUP POWER VERIFICATION

CORNERSTONE: BARRIER INTEGRITY

APPLICABILITY: This temporary instruction (TI) applies to all holders of operating
licenses for pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) with ice-condenser containments or
boiling-water reactors (BWRs) with Mark III containments.

2515/174-01 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this TI is to verify that licensees have adequately implemented
commitments related to provision of backup power to containment hydrogen igniters.

2515/174-02 APPLICABILITY

This TI will be performed at each affected site after completion of actions to make a
backup power supply available to the hydrogen igniters. At dual-unit sites, the
inspection of physical modifications should only be performed for one unit.

2515/174-03 BACKGROUND

The staff evaluated the potential for early failure of containment during very low
probability events involving damage to the reactor core in NUREG/CR-6427,
"Assessment of the Direct Containment Heat (DCH) Issue for Plants with Ice Condenser
Containments." In that report, the investigators showed that the early containment
failure probability of ice condenser containments is dominated by hydrogen combustion
following core damage events. The staff extended the issue to include BWRs with Mark
III containments because their relatively low free volume and strength are comparable
to PWR ice condenser containments. To further investigate this issue, the staff opened
a generic safety issue, GI-189, "Susceptibility of Ice Condenser and Mark III
Containments to Early Failure from Hydrogen Combustion during a Severe Accident."

Following a severe core damage event associated with station blackout (SBO) or other
event affecting AC power distribution, the PWR ice condenser containment and BWR
Mark III containment designs have the potential to fail as a result of large hydrogen
detonations. These types of severe core damage events have a very low probability of
occurrence, but they may produce large quantities of hydrogen through a reaction
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between hot metal fuel cladding and steam. Plants with these containment designs use
hydrogen igniters to control the buildup of hydrogen. The existing hydrogen igniters rely
on the plant AC power distribution system for power, and AC power may not be
available for certain events with the potential to result in severe core damage. A
detonation of a large buildup of hydrogen has the potential to fail these containment
types because of their low design pressure and low free internal volume. Therefore, for
the hydrogen igniters to be effective in preserving containment integrity, the igniters
must have power before a buildup of hydrogen has developed (i.e., before severe core
damage has occurred).

To resolve GI-1 89, the staff recommended the addition of a backup power supply for the
hydrogen igniters for the plants with ice condenser or Mark III containments. The staff
completed a regulatory analysis (Reference 1) that indicated that the backup power
modification may provide a substantial safety benefit at a justifiable cost for the PWRs
with ice-condenser containments and voluntary measures proposed by the licensees for
these facilities provided the majority of the benefit. For the BWRs, none of the options
provided a substantial increase in the overall protection of public health and safety.
However, external events and security insights were not fully evaluated in the regulatory
analysis, and defense-in-depth considerations in improving the balance among accident
prevention and mitigation provide an additional un-quantified benefit for both
containment types. After further evaluation of security insights, the licensees for the
affected plants committed to provide backup power to the hydrogen igniters that
address the safety issues identified in GI-189 and provide benefit for some security
scenarios. The affected plants are the four dual-unit PWR nuclear stations with ice
condenser containments - McGuire, Catawba, DC Cook, and Sequoyah; a single-unit
PWR nuclear station with an ice condenser containment - Watts Bar; and four single-
unit BWR nuclear plants with Mark III containments - Grand Gulf, River Bend, Clinton,
and Perry.

2515/174-04 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

04.01 General

Evaluate how the licensee has modified plant equipment and implemented training
programs and procedures to provide backup power to at least one complete train of
hydrogen igniters. Voluntary commitments to provide backup power involve permanent
modifications to provide power from a fixed diesel generator to the igniters,
development of procedures and training to provide power to the igniters through a
temporary connection to a portable generator, or a combination of the two approaches.
References 2 through 8 describe the specific commitments. Because planned
modifications and the configurations of the two units at affected dual unit sites are
similar, the inspection of physical modifications should only be performed for one unit.

The scope of the inspection differs based on the proposed plant changes. The
capability to provide backup power to the igniters for events involving severe core
damage coincident with a station blackout is beyond the current design basis of affected
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facilities. Some proposed modifications involve permanent connections of alternate
power supplies to power one train of hydrogen igniters. These modifications may
require changes to the facility safety analysis report; less extensive modifications should
not require changes to this document.

Consider the following in performance of the inspection:

a. Catawba, McGuire, and D.C. Cook PWRs

1. Proposed modifications to these facilities enhance the current capability to
provide power to one or more igniter trains from fixed diesel generators
through permanent connections. At Catawba and McGuire, the proposed
modifications would permanently power one train of igniters from the safe
shutdown facility and its diesel generator. At D.C. Cook, the proposed
modification installs a method of activating at least one train of the
hydrogen igniters in each unit from an area outside the control room
complex.

2. The requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR)
50.44, "Combustible Gas Control for Nuclear Power Reactors," and
Technical Specification requirements continue to apply to the modified
hydrogen igniter system. Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible
Gas Concentrations in Containment," Revision 3, provides guidance on
acceptable means of complying with 10 CFR 50.44. In RG 1.7, the staff
states that the combustible gas control systems installed at the affected
facilities and approved by the NRC as of October 16, 2003, are acceptable
without modification.

3. Inspection Procedure 71111, "Reactor Safety - Initiating Events, Mitigating
Systems, Barrier Integrity," Attachment 71111.17, "Permanent Plant
Modifications," (Reference 9) provides inspection guidance appropriate for
review of these modifications and associated safety analysis report
changes. Assess the continued compliance with the requirements of 10
CFR 50.44 and the ability to reliably provide power to the igniters
consistent with commitments.

b. Sequoyah and Watts Bar PWRs

1. The changes at these units involve development of procedures and
training to support connection of an existing large, mobile diesel generator
to the electrical distribution system in a manner that provides power to at
least one train of igniters through temporary connections.

2. Assess the identified location of the temporary connection to verify the
ability to reliably provide power to the igniters consistent with
commitments.
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c. Clinton, Grand Gulf, Perry, and River Bend BWRs

1. The changes at these units involve procurement of a small, portable
generator and development of procedures and training to support
connection of this small, portable generator to the electrical distribution
system in a manner that provides power to at least one train of igniters
through temporary connections. In addition, these licensees have
identified one or more additional fixed power sources that could be used to
power one train of igniters through temporary electrical connections. The
inspection focus is on the use of the portable generator as a backup
power supply and associated equipment, procedures, and training.

2. Assess the identified location of the temporary connection to verify the
ability to reliably provide power to the igniters consistent with
commitments.

04.02 Equipment Modifications

Consistent with applicable commitments, determine whether the equipment necessary
to provide backup power to the hydrogen igniters is available. Where portable power
supplies and temporary connections were selected, determine the following:

a. The power supply can be transported from its storage location to the access
location for providing power to the igniters using readily available equipment.

b. Fittings, cables, and power conditioning equipment necessary to provide power
to the igniters are readily available and compatible with identified connection
points on the power supply and in the internal power distribution system.

c. Unnecessary portions of the internal power distribution system can be separated
from portions necessary to provide power to the igniters from the portable power
supply.

d. The movement of the power supply and connection of necessary fittings and
cables to provide backup power to the igniters can be completed within 3 hours.

e. The rating of the portable power supply is adequate to continuously power at

least one train of igniters and the operating time is consistent with commitments.

04.03 Procedures

Determine that appropriate procedures have been established to govern the provision of
backup power to the igniters. Procedures written at the level of severe accident
management guidelines are acceptable for installation and operation of portable
equipment. Section 5 of NEI 94-01, Rev. 1 (Reference 10) provides guidance on an
acceptable level of detail for severe accident management procedures. Procedures
should address the decision to provide backup power to the igniters and the steps
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required to provide the backup power. Determine that the procedures include cautions
against actuation of the igniters after indications of severe core damage are present
(e.g., very high airborne radioactivity within containment that may be indicated by
abnormally high radiation levels adjacent to containment).

04.04 Training

Determine that a suitable training program has been established to train selected staff in
the actions necessary to provide backup power to the igniters. Determine that the
training provides appropriate guidelines for initiation of backup power to the igniters.

04.05 Maintenance and Testing

Determine that maintenance and testing schedules that are consistent with vendor
recommendations have been established for portable and permanently installed
equipment. Determine that an initial operational test has been completed to
demonstrate the capability of portable power supplies to provide power to the igniters.

2515/174-05 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The detailed responses to the inspection requirements specified in Section 04.01 should
be submitted electronically and forwarded to NRR/DSS, to the attention of Steve Jones
via e-mail to srj@nrc.gov within 45 days after the completion of the TI.

Document inspection results in a resident inspectors' routine inspection report. At a
minimum, the inspectors should document the completion of the TI, the dates of the
inspection, and any findings in Section 4OA5, "Other," of the integrated inspection
report.

Any findings identified during this inspection should be processed and documented in
accordance with NRC IMC 0612. Significance of inspection findings should be
evaluated in accordance with applicable appendices of NRC IMC 0609, "Significance
Determination Process." Any noncompliance resulting from this inspection should be
evaluated and documented in accordance with NRC Enforcement Policy (NUREG -
1600) and Section 3.12 of the NRC Enforcement Manual.

2515/174-06 COMPLETION SCHEDULE

This TI will be completed within 6 months following the implementation date for the first
unit at each site and no later than June 30, 2009.

The original scheduled implementation dates were: December 31, 2007, for the Clinton,
D.C. Cook, Sequoyah, and Watts Bar sites; April 31, 2008, for the Grand Gulf, Perry,
and River Bend sites; May 31, 2008, for the first unit at the McGuire site (Unit 2); and
May 31, 2009, for the first unit at the Catawba site (Unit 2).
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2515/174-07 EXPIRATION

This TI will expire August 31, 2009.

2515/174-08 CONTACT

Questions regarding the technical aspects of this TI should be addressed to Steve
Jones at 301-415-2712 or Donnie Harrison at 301-415-3587.

2515/174-09 STATISTICAL DATA REPORTING

All direct inspection effort expended on this TI is to be charged to 2515/174 for reporting
by the Regulatory Information Tracking System (RITS) with an IPE code of TI. All
indirect inspection effort on this TI is to be charged to a specific inspection report
number with an IPE code of TIP or TID for preparation and documentation, respectively.

2515/174-10 ORIGINATING ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

10.01 Organizational Responsibility

This TI was initiated by the Balance of Plant Branch (NRR/DSS/SBPB).

10.02 Resource Estimate

The estimated direct inspection effort to perform this TI is estimated to be 40 hours per
site. The TI should be performed by qualified resident or regional inspectors.

10.03 Training

No specialized training is needed to perform inspection requirements in this TI beyond
the basic training for inspectors (specified in IMC 1245, "Inspector Qualifications").

2515/174-11 REFERENCES
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2. Duke Energy Corporation, letter to the U.S. NRC from James R. Morris, Vice
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END
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ATTACHMENT 1

Revision History for TI 2515/7174

Commitment Issue Date Description of Change Training Training Comment
Tracking Required Completion Date Resolution
Number Accession Number

N/A 02/12/08 This TI was developed to verify None N/A ML080030467
CN 08-007 licensee implementation of

voluntary commitments for
provision of backup power to the
containment hydrogen igniters.
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